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ABSTRACT
A systematic study has been made of two novel types of BaO/SrO oxide cathode 
with 5% and 2.5% addition of Ni powder by weight on a Ni cap containing an 
activating impurity. The emission and conductivity characteristics of oxide 
cathodes depend largely on the activation process. In this thesis the electrical 
properties of these new types of oxide cathodes, supplied by LG Philips Displays, 
have been investigated in relation to the different activation processes. Scanning 
electron microscopic techniques were employed to study the surface 
morphological changes of the oxide cathodes and nickel caps as a result of 
cathode activation extending over periods of 1-12 hrs. Elemental analysis of 
barium, strontium, tungsten, magnesium and aluminum was obtained from the 
energy dispersion x-ray spectroscopy.
The conductivity and the electron activation energy were studied as a function of 
temperature in the range 300-1200^ after conversion and activation of the 
cathode at 1200iv for one hour and accelerated up to 600hrs at a temperature of 
1100K . Experimental results yield three values for the electron activation energy 
of 1.49, 2.38 eV and 3.3e V . The conduction mechanisms observed a metallic 
conduction at low temperature (300-500)^ after operation for several hundred 
hours due to improvements in the Ba coverage layer on the grains of oxide layer. 
The influence of different durations on the activation process has been 
investigated at three activation temperatures (l 125K, 1200K,  1425K).  SEM and 
EDX analysis show a structural phase transformation in the oxide material. The 
activator agents W and Al are shown to penetrate the BaCASrO layer in two 
different ways.
The formation of compounds associated with the diffusion of reducing elements 
(Mg, Al and W) to the Ni cap surface of oxide cathode through hundreds of 
cathode acceleration hours has been studied by a new method. This method 
used two cathodes, one of them is coated and the other is uncoated, in an 
attach-contact configuration mounted in a dummy tube.
The D.C electrical characteristics show a very strong rectifying behavior through 
the Metal-Semiconductor junction (M-S junction) due to the I /V  curves. The 
characteristics are found to be reversible and reproducible, and gave a 
rectification ratio (r) of 100. The calculated value of ideality factor indicated 
n = 9.6, which is evidence of tunnelling conduction.
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Key of symbols
e : the electron charge. 
k : the Boltzman’s constant.
Error! Objects cannot be created from editing field codes.! the Work function at Error! Objects 
cannot be created from editing field codes..
r : the emission life.
J : the current density in general. 
a : the temperature coefficient.
Ea: the Activation energy.
N d: the donor concentration.
Ed :is the donor level from the bottom of the conduction band.
X : the electron affinity.
A : the Richardson constant (theoretical value is 120.4 A / cm’2K'2). 
cr: the conductivity in general. 
p : the resistivity in general.
Gel: the electrical conductivity.
I e: the DC current.
R : the resistance in general.
®e: the electron work function.
I s: the saturation current.
<j 0 : is the specific conductivity at T = oo. 
e(j): the activation energy.
F : the applied field. 
a : the electron acceleration. 
m : the electron mass.
v : the mean velocity. 
t\ the time.
A o : is the variation in the mean velocity.
/: the mean free path.
Js: the saturation current density.
Y : the dimensionless constant.
G : the conductance.
a t : is the cross-sectional area of the conducting part of the grains.
L : is the thickness of the coating.
X : the Debye length.
f : is the space-charge density in coulombs/cm31.
L : is the approximate depth of the surface layer.
D : the grain size.
ne: the effective electron density.
X : the coordinate.
Q : is the total space charge in (coulomb/cm1).
na : the apparent electron density.
p , pe: the electron mobility.
nb: the beginning electron density.
cr0: is the conductivity of the oxide layer.
crf : is the conductivity of the interface layer.
H : is the thickness ratio of the interface layer it to the oxide coating 
N e: is the number of excess barium. 
r : the reflection coefficient.
Rh : the Hall coefficient.
Ri: the interface resistance.
R0: is the activated oxide layer resistance. 
g dc (T) : is the direct current (or the static, co- 0).
co: the frequency.
m *: the electron effective mass.
h : the Planck's constant.
n : is the ideality factor.
r : is the rectification ratio.
C : the capacitance.
Introduction and the Aims of the Work
1.1 Improvement of the display technology
In recent years and despite improvements in alternative technologies (in 
particular LCD and other flat panel technologies) the cathode ray tube has 
remained one of the most cost-effective means of displaying moving picture 
images for television and computer applications. Nonetheless, the 
requirement from the picture tubes themselves has changed in recent years 
with the introduction of new applications such as internet TV and game 
consoles. Thus, modern television tubes face increasing demands for higher 
resolution and brightness together with reduced depth (slim TV). These, in 
turn, place additional burdens on the cathodes and the trends are towards 
higher current densities (ideally at lower operating temperatures), and greater 
robustness particularly in terms of ion bombardment and poisoning sensitivity.
Despite considerable work over the years on alternative technologies, the 
oxide cathode remains the workhorse of the cathode ray tube (CRT) industry 
and has itself been the focus of considerable research activity [Gaertner et al, 
2003]. The requirements for improved performance from CRTs in terms of 
brightness and resolution will certainly continue into the future and the 
challenge for cathode and gun designers is to meet these performance
1
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demands. In particular, there is a requirement to study new materials and 
processing methods and these form the basis for the work described herein.
1.2 Competition for an advanced cathode
One of the more significant advances in recent times has involved the work of 
L.G. Philips Display Components and their development of new compositions 
for the emissive layer of their oxide cathodes. The Philips Company is one of 
the largest manufacturers involved in the development of cathode technology, 
cathode materials and the emitter layers. The industry is continuously looking 
for high brightness and high resolution cathode ray tubes, by enhancement of 
the current density of the cathode, which is one of the most important factors. 
The display market has witnessed the emergence of new technologies such 
as the flat panel and liquid crystal displays. However, CRTs are anticipated to 
remain as one of the most dominant display technology for the foreseeable 
future.
At present there are two principal competing cathode technologies used in 
CRT displays. One is the well-established oxide cathode which has the lowest 
manufacturing cost, but with a maximum emission current of order of a few 
A/cm2 , and the other is the I (impregnated) or dispenser cathode which 
offers substantially higher emission performance (of the order 10 A/cm2 ) but 
with dramatically increased manufacturing costs and complexity.
There is therefore a significant advantage, both for the manufacturers and 
users of CRT-based display technologies, if an alternative form of cathode
2
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can be developed which allows the emission performance of the cathode to 
be achieved at substantially reduced cost. This will require a new approach to 
the cathode design and manufacture, particularly with regard to the materials 
processing.
As the source of electrons, the cathode is an essential component of all oxide 
cathode ray tubes.
The mature technology of the oxide cathode in recent years is the emerging 
requirements for high resolution and readability of displays which have 
reached the limits of capability for conventionally used materials in the oxide 
cathode, in particular the long term sustainable emission current and the 
emission lifetime under high current loading. These limitations are thought to 
be largely due to the relatively limited conductivity of the oxide and the 
resultant effects of localized resistive heating within the oxide layer as high 
emission currents are drawn through it.
1.3 The recent emission current density enhancements
One approach to an enhancement in the emission current density is to reduce 
the cathode coating resistivity by the incorporation of a conductive metallic 
phase, which produces a reduction in the surface work function. This has 
been studied by a number of workers [Uda et al, 1999, Hodgson et al,1999, 
Gartner, 1992 and Narita, 1995].
The provision of a low work function is dependent on the change in the 
equilibrium rates of Ba formation and deposition. This mechanism is 
responsible on the high current density. Aside from the requirements of long
3
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life, low power consumption and operation at an acceptably low temperature, 
an important feature is the cathode emission current density. This current 
density directly determines the maximum current density that can be obtained 
in the focused spot of the electron beam and in the CRT image [Hermann et 
al, 1951].
Also to reduce the cathode coating resistivity, Hayashida and his colleagues 
[1999] used the dopant of earth alkaline elements of group III, IV or V, which 
led to an increase in the electrical conductivity of the emitter layer.
There has also been an increasing demand for higher performance cathode 
for colour picture tubes for computer displays and for wide screen TV. These 
commercial and economic pressures have demanded that such emission 
improvements should be associated with increases in raw materials or 
component costs.
Ba dispenser cathodes are increasingly used in high-resolution TV and 
monitor tubes due to their copious emission and the absence of load 
limitations as experienced in the case of oxide cathodes.
Over the years, Barium Oxide composition played the main role in the 
emission and conduction mechanism of the oxide coated cathode.
For many years oxide cathodes have been almost universally used in the 
cathode ray and other electronic beam vacuum tubes. At present, the oxide 
cathode is still of considerable practical importance as an electron emitter. In 
many papers, simple models are proposed to explain the electronic processes 
in an oxide cathode through simplified analysis, estimation and correlations of 
the observed characteristics with the experimentally obtained parameters.
4
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In the case of oxide coatings, several investigations have concluded that the 
electron emission and the electrical conductivity of an oxide coated cathode 
are linearly related to each state of cathode activation [Hannay et al, 1949].
1.4 Aims and objectives of the study
LG Philips have brought out a new commercial generation of oxide cathodes, 
known as oxide cathode, and oxide cathode plus. The aim of the current study 
is to investigate experimentally, the electrical properties of these novel 
cathodes and to map the elements contained therein, in order to optimise their 
material structural composition.
The current project involves a wide range of investigations into two different 
types of cathodes in order to determine the conductivity and the variation in 
the structural morphology of the oxide coating and the Ni cap base. These 
investigations include the different conduction mechanisms studied by 
employing DC and AC measurement techniques.
In order to fulfil the above aim, the following objectives were achieved:
1. Activation and operation processes were optimized by subjecting the 
cathodes to heat treatments at different temperatures and for different periods 
of time.
2. A cathode tube assembly was designed and developed for electrical 
characterisation under sealed high vacuum conditions with a new interface 
layer investigation method.
3. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersion x-ray 
spectroscopy (EDX) were employed to investigate the effects of different 
cathode activation processes on the structural properties of the oxide coating.
5
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The reactions that take place inside and between the layers and the Ni-cap 
were also examined.
4. AC and DC electrical measurements were performed on activated 
cathodes and a physical interpretation of the results was obtained in terms of 
transport mechanisms, relative contribution of constituent components (for 
example pores) and structural morphology.
5. The continuous growth of the interface layer between the oxide layer and 
the cap was examined by measuring the conductivity of the cathode when 
operated for a prolonged period of time.
6
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THE CONDUCTION THEORIES
2.1 The early discovery of the oxide cathode
It is known from the work of Wehnelt [1904] that the electron emission from a 
heated platinum wire could be increased by many orders of magnitude if it 
was coated with a mixture of strontium and barium oxide. Numerous changes 
were introduced in the structure of the cathode, but these oxide materials still 
remain the major ingredients of the cathode in almost all present CRTs.
2.2 BaO/SrO as a semiconductor
(Ba, Sr)0 was characterised as a reduction semiconductor because of the 
increase in conductivity obtained [Hannay, 1949]. Hence, very probably as an 
electronic semiconductor, the conduction electrons originated from a 
stoichiometric excess of (Ba, Sr) atom in solid solution. The electrical 
conductivity and the thermionic emission of (Ba, Sr)0 cathodes are directly 
proportional to each other by three orders of magnitude [Chin et al, 1974]. 
Well-defined chemical and electrical activation and deactivation procedures 
were used to obtain this result. It was inferred that activation represented an 
increase in the chemical potential of the electrons in the oxide, with little or no 
change occurring in the state of the surface. It was also found that a deviation 
from the proportionality of conductivity and emission was expected under
u n a p te r z
such conditions leading to inhomogeneity in the oxide. This observation was 
also in agreement with semi-conductor theory [Hannay, 1949].
Cathode performance when operated for several months was reduced 
[Leblond et al, 1994]. The photocathode studied was a standard thermionic 
trioxide cathode, containing a bulk concentration of 4%W (BaC03,56%;CaC03
,31%;SrC03, 31%). After conditioning in which this type of cathode was held at
about 1000° C for some minutes, the carbonates were converted into oxides. 
Free atoms of Ba, Ca and Sr diffuse to the surface leading to small islets of 
BaO, CaO and SrO covered by atoms of Ba, Ca and Sr. Under these 
conditions the oxide becomes a highly N-type degenerated semiconductor 
[Leblond et al, 1994].
The best description of the bulk oxide layer is an impurity n-type 
semiconductor of high conductivity (only small voltage drops) in its active 
state. Figure 2.1 shows the energy band diagram for the BaO at 
thermodynamic equilibrium [Nergaard 1952]. The energy band gap is about 
3 .8 -4 .4eV , and donor levels lie at lA eV  and 2eV below the conduction 
band.
At temperatures >700K  additional pore conductivity by the electron gas 
contributes to the overall performance.
  Base
metal
Schottky
laver
Oxide material Vacuum
Conduction band
Fermi level
Donor level
Donor level
Valance band
Figure 2.1: Energy band diagram of BaO [Nergaard, 1952]
2.3 Hail Coefficient Measurements
It was found from Hal! coefficient RH measurements, that in the double 
barium-strontium oxide, the conductivity a  below about 850£  was P-type, 
and logo- and \ogRH against 1/7", both had slopes near 0.7eV  [Wright, 
1949]. Also near this point there was a P-N transition, above which the slope 
of lo g (j was O .S eV , while the slope of lo g RH was l A e V  ,as shown in Figure 
2.2. There was probably, therefore, a change of electron mobility with 
temperature in this range. The value of <j in this range depended on the 
activation procedure immediately before measurement. Higher values were 
obtainable after high current density activation. There were considerable time 
changes following an activation treatment, especially above 1050 K , which he 
believed to be due to evaporation of free barium formed during activation.
9
According to Redington [1952], the diffusion of Ba in BaO took place by two 
types of mechanisms. Mechanisms involved either were charge-transport or 
non charge transport and defects were responsible for both processes.
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Figure 2.2: Dependence of conductivity and Hall coefficient on 
temperature [Wright, 1949].
Six types of defects were considered (barium vacancies, interstitial barium 
atoms, interstitial barium ions, bound pairs of barium, oxygen vacancies, and 
a linear or laminar defect) only the combination of the interstitial atom and the 
barium vacancy gave a phenomenologically correct account of the 
experimental observations [Redington, 1952].
The Hall coefficient of the oxide cathode was negative and had a maximum 
value in the range 600 to 800 AT [Forman, 1954]. Above 700AT the value of
10
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electron mobility was very large, and below 700^ the mobility decreased 
rapidly with decreasing temperature. Large magneto-resistive effects were 
observed, and these were found to be dependent on the temperature and the 
degree of porosity of the cathode. These results were consistent with the 
porous semiconductor model for the oxide cathodes as originally suggested 
by Loosjes and Vink [1949].
2.4 Direct determination of electrical conductivity of oxide cathodes
Using a similar method to Loosjes and Vink, a close correspondence between 
the high temperature activation energy and the work function of the cathode 
was found. Shepherd [1953], took that as evidence for a crystal-to-crystal 
emission process in the coating providing electron transport at high 
temperature. By considering the effect of oxygen on the electrical properties 
of oxide cathodes, the formation of singly charged oxygen ions in the cathode 
coating was found to play a major role in the recovery process.
The electrical conductivity crel of the oxide layer was determined directly in a
new procedure in a close-planar diode configuration in a UHV chamber, 
together with thermionic emission data. The cathode temperature measured, 
as a function of continuous dc-load is essentially the result of a superposition 
of electron emission cooling-proportional to the dc-current and ohmic heating 
proportional to the square of dc-current. The compensation point between 
electron emission cooling and ohmic heating crel can be determined directly 
from the emission data, as shown in Figure 2.3. At the compensation point
i i
between electron emission cooling [Gartner et al, 1986] and ohmic heating, 
crel can be determined directly from the resistance R of the oxide layer, as in 
the formula:
^  k T , 2 kT<S>e + — In s + ------S e UJ e
After activation, a result of about 10 2 (iQ.cm) 1 at 780°C true temperature was 
obtained from BaSr oxide cathodes, which was consistent with literature. It 
was shown that electrical conductivity decreases with operation time in 
accordance with reducing Ba generation. crel can be increased with an oxide 
dopant like Yttrium or Europium [Gartner et al, 2002].
Loosjes-Vink theory on the high-temperature conduction through the oxide 
cathode coating was further supported by the work of Tomloinson [1954]. 
Using a special diode with embedded probes the measured 7/F 
characteristics of such coatings were generally linear for temperatures above 
7007: and curved at lower potentials. The presence of space charge in the 
pores of the coating was predicted at temperatures above 700K .  The 
calculated work function in the range of temperature (T>700K) was about
0.8-1.17eF.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram illustrating the superposition of ohmic 
heating and emission cooling of oxide cathode coating 
[Gartner et al, 2002].
The higher temperature conductivity arose in the emission current, which 
flowed between the granules, the spaces or pores being filled with an electron 
cloud. This twofold mechanism was a result of the porosity of the coating. The 
results of his experimental work strongly supported the theory of the 
activation energy in the high temperature regime being equal to the work 
function at all stages of activation.
Hensley [1955], performed measurements on a system composed of two
parallel planar cathodes so arranged that their surfaces could be pressed
together or separated by a small gap Low-field conductivity measurements
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independent of the physical contact between the cathode surfaces. This result 
supports the theory that the high temperature conductivity is a property of the 
electron gas in the cathode pores. The ratio of the conductivity to thermionic 
emission was measured under conditions designed to preserve the state of 
activation of the cathode surface. The results agreed with the theoretically 
predicted ratio and demonstrate that the higher values previously reported 
were caused by a lower activation of the surface than in the interior of the 
cathode.
The current-voltage characteristics of a well-activated triple (BaSrCa) oxide 
coating on O ring nickel core disks were measured in the range ±20V  by an 
a.c. method. The variation with temperature of the conductivity of a typical 
coating is similar to those observed previously by other methods. From 
300-600AT the current-voltage characteristics are approximately linear, but 
above 600AT (the cross over temperature) a change occurs which is 
coincident with the change to a higher slope in the log a  versus 1 IT  curve 
because of the commencement of thermionic emission in the pores of the 
material [Tomlinson and King, 1956].
2.5 Elements behavior and structures in the oxide material
During the lifetime, both Ba and Sr oxides are being depleted from the coating 
surface, much as would be expected from known evaporation data [Haas et 
al, 1979 and Shih et al, 1981]. In contrast, the relative loss of Ba was not so 
great at the interface, perhaps because it was offset by the electrolytic effect. 
However, this loss of Ba, compared to Ca at the coating surface during life did 
not seem to have a major effect on the average work function. By the same
14
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token, examples were found where the distribution in work function was 
related to the Ba to Ca content, a discrepancy that was not fully understood.
In the case of the O layer, a sintering effect (which is a near-surface process) 
may be, means of preferential crystal, exist without altering the BaO lattice 
from which the electron emission predominates. A way by which this 
additional O appears at the surface, i.e. 0~ ions, was mentioned from 
evidence of possible electrolytic effects. For the case of the apparent Ba-Ca 
composition discrepancy with work function, it was possible that the 
compositional change with life might represent a simple decrease in fractional 
area due to evaporation and hence caused almost no increase in the work 
function. The change in composition noted within a cathode, on the other 
hand, may be representing a CaO slag formation due to partial melting of the 
coating. This could reduce the density of defects in the BaO, such as O 
vacancy donors, and significantly increase the work function [Shih et al,
1981]. Figure 2.4 depicts the changes in the total work function during 
reactivation after vacuum ambient exposure.
The evaluation of the base metal activity of the oxide cathode was studied by 
the Adia and Hitachi research group [1982]. This study evaluated the activity 
of the various compositional base metals by measuring the reaction products, 
Ba vapor pressure, thermionic emission current and surface composition of 
the oxide. Activity evaluation was made using base
15
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Figure 2.4:0-oxygen atom, -O vacancy, p - thermal generation donor 
and - additional unidentified adsorbents [Haas et al,1981].
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metals of Zr, W and Mo activators which were alloyed to the Ni core metal up 
to the solubility limits. The results can be illustrated in Figure 2.5 and are as 
follows:-
1. The vapor species from the oxide coating on the inter base metal is mainly 
BaO. However, those from oxide coating on the active base metal are Ba and 
Sr elements.
2. The stronger the reducing capability of the base metal, the higher the 
saturation emission current and resistivity against 0 2 gas introduction [Beyner 
et al, 1965].
3. Measurement of emission current deterioration caused by 0 2 gas 
introduction can clarify the base metal activity [Adia et al, 1982].
4. The surface of the oxide coating on the active base metal became CaO 
rich with heating time. This was considered to be due to the preference of 
reactions between BaO, SrO, CaO and the activator [Adia et al, 1982].
5. To obtain a long life oxide cathode, it is necessary to minimize Ba 
adsorbate atoms supplied to the CaO rich surface of the (Ba, Sr, Ca)0 
ternary oxide. This surface was formed naturally while heating the ternary 
oxide on the active base metal. Thus, selection of activator elements and 
control of the reaction product are essential in oxide cathode fabrication [Adia,
1982].
The surface extended x-ray absorption fine structure (SEXAFS) was used to 
study the local geometry around barium atoms on thermionic cathodes 
[Norman et al, 1987]. On the surface of tungsten and tungsten-osmium
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A comparison between non-activated and activated W-l cathodes, measured 
at identical positions, showed a strong reduction in the number of the initially 
observed BaOx particles, which was due to evaporation during the activation 
procedure [Makovicka, 1997].
2.6 Emission lifetime studies
The decay of emission during cathode life might be explained by a slow 
sintering of the coating and a consequent closing of the pores. The 
deactivation of the filament by over heating might be attributed to the same 
cause. The non-saturation on the emission current might be due to a pseudo­
space charge formed by occlusion of electrons on the surface of the coating 
particles [Becker et al,1931].
There is a linear relationship between the logarithm of the lifetime and the 
reciprocal of the cathode temperature, as show in Figure 2.7. The emission 
life formula is based on the assumption that the rate determining step is Ba 
diffusion inside the pellet. Emission life r  is given by [Aida et al,1993]:
rr  = A d  exp \ k T j (2.2)
Experimental results confirmed the strong dependence of r  on d (the oxide 
pellet thickness) and T . In this case, the activation energy of lifetime E was 
about 3.2eV to3.5eF.
Life test measurements of M-type cathodes (impregnated) carried out in 
diodes have been used to establish life models or predict the potential life of
20
cathodes. Diode life tests involve space charge current densities of 1.5 and 
2 A I  cm 2 , giving confidence for its use at lower current
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Figure 2.7: Lifetime when emission current drops, as function of 
cathode temperature [Aida et a!,1993].
densities for comparison with TWT (traveling wave tube) data [Aida et 
al,1993j.
Nevertheless, a comparison of both sets of data indicates that results 
obtained with diodes can give a good estimation of the current in TWT s. 
From the results, the lifetime (10% of current loss) in TWT's was estimated at 
200,000 h r s , 170,000hrs and 150,000hrs for a load of 0.5,1.5 and 2 A /c m 2 , 
respectively at a temperature of 985° C b (the cathode brightness temperature) 
[Dieumegard eta!, 1997].
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Two types of Ir-coated dispenser cathode ray tubes (CRT’s) have been 
developed and their particles application has been realized by Higuchi from 
Toshiba [1999]. The heater powers of these cathodes are 1.3I f f  and 
0.79 W . Due to this heater power, life tests up to 42,000/? were conducted at 
two levels of cathode temperature. Based on the residual emission ratio, 
stability of the Ir layer and the size of ion-bombardment nickel, it was found 
that the minimum life expectancy was more than 70,000/?.
Gartner and his co-worker from Philips [2003], reported that accelerated life 
tests are needed in order to quantify oxide cathode improvements and predict 
life under standard operating conditions. In the case of lifetime acceleration 
by elevated temperature, a reliable life prediction backed by theory can be 
made. An increase of temperature by about 100° C gives a life acceleration 
factor of about 10. Additional continuous dc load can be used forjudging the 
dc load-ability of the cathode, but a complete model description is still missing 
in this case and more investigations are needed to develop a model.
During the life of a cathode, an interface layer grows between the nickel alloy 
and the oxide, which is comprised of reaction products. The interfacial layer 
sets limits on the cathode performance and useful operational lifetime by 
inhibiting the barium reduction reaction. Jenkins and others from L.G. Philips 
[2003], discussed sample preparation procedures for exposure of the 
interface. They used several surface and bulk analytical techniques to study 
interface formation. SEM, AES and SIMS data were presented, which 
provided a preliminary insight into the operating mechanisms during the 
cathode’s lifetime. There was evidence that the activator elements in the
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nickel alloy base, Al and Mg, are able to diffuse to the surface of the oxide 
during activation and ageing. These elements were enriched at the interface 
after an accelerated life.
2.7 Element analysis and technique
Recently, it has been demonstrated that a programmed temperature 
desorption study is a very useful tool. For studying surface chemistry 
involving Ba and BaO, this technique is particularly necessary since multiple 
adsorption states were found. Studies such as measuring AES (Auger 
Electron Spectroscopy) peak height changes, as a function of heating would 
have difficulty in distinguishing various adsorption states. In combination with 
QMA (Quadruple Mass Analyzer), they were able to identify the desorbing 
species from tungsten and to differentiate multiple adsorption states on 
tungsten. For some of the states, they were able to identify the nature of the 
adsorption site and determine the binding energy, the kinetics of desorption 
and the population at each state. For Ba adsorption on tungsten, they have 
identified at least three distinct adsorption sites. The lowest desorption 
temperature state given rise by the multilayer desorption sites. The higher 
temperature sites are from first layer type sites. Of the two states, the lower 
binding energy state consists of Ba atoms bound directly on tungsten, and the 
higher binding energy state consists of Ba atoms bound to tungsten as well 
as oxygen. At low temperatures (<1400if ) ,  the adsorption Ba atoms are 
desorbed as atomic Ba, but at high temperature (>1300if )  BaO desorption 
commences [Shih et al, 1999].
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An UHV LEIS (low-energy ion scattering) setup has been converted into a 
dedicated apparatus to study the surface composition, structure and 
dynamics of real dispenser cathodes and cathode model systems based on 
W crystals. LEIS, AES and LEED (low-energy electron diffraction) are used to 
investigate the surface characteristics, and the cathode emission properties 
are derived in situ from a close-space diode configuration. The focus was on 
the quantitive surface composition of B-type and M-type dispenser cathodes 
by LEIS. A straightforward quantification was hampered by the influence of 
the cathode work function on the neutralization of the ions. It is shown that the 
ion fraction decreases as the work function of the cathode decreases. The Ba 
surface density was observed to increase with decreasing work function. 
[Cortenraad et al 1999].
The chemical transportation of the Mg and Al doping impurities takes place 
during an annealing under a controlled atmosphere of a nickel alloy thin foil. 
Different analytical techniques were used for this study: SEM, coupled with 
electron probe microanalysis (EPMA), transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM), AES, secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), glow discharge 
optical emission spectrometry (GDOES) and X-ray diffraction. It was shown 
that chemical transport occurred mainly by a grain boundary mechanism with 
significant pile-up of compounds. The resulting precipitates were identified. 
Moreover, it was shown that their chemical composition clearly depends on 
their location relative to the grain boundary pattern. [Poret et al 2000].
The decomposition and corresponding changes in electrical properties of 
carbonate materials used in oxide cathode manufacture have been studied by
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a range of techniques [TGA (thermo-gravimetric analysis) and SEM], both 
during initial decomposition and for the activation and initial stages of 
operation of the cathode. The results have shown that the decomposition and 
activation processes both occur by multi-step reactions, with the rate of these, 
and the corresponding effect on the electrical properties, being dependent on 
the temperature. The microstructural changes occurring during these 
processes have been shown to be completed significantly prior to these 
ongoing electrical changes, indicating the chemical rather than physical 
changes dominate the conduction behavior during this period [Al-Ajili et al 
2000].
Three years ago, Roquais and his group [2002], used complementary 
analytical techniques to characterize the mechanical transport of Mg and Al in 
the cathode nickel base as a result of annealing under H2/H2O atmosphere. A 
better knowledge of the diffusion phenomena of Mg and Al could be obtained 
as well as better understanding of mechanisms involved in the formation of 
these compounds. Those two elements diffuse to the nickel surface, where 
they react with oxygen and accumulate in the form of compounds identified as 
being a mixture of MgAhC^ either with MgO or AI2O3. The enrichment of the 
Ni surface with Mg and Al caused by annealing is very remarkable, their 
concentration at the surface being a few atoms % compared to 0.01% to a 
few 0.01 atom % in the bulk. Moreover, not only the Ni surface but also a 
near surface region of the nickel of about 5 frn is affected by the creation of 
Mg and Al based compounds. Because Mg and Al diffuse mainly through 
grain boundaries, the compounds form preferentially in the latter. Their
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distribution over the surface builds two surface patterns: the first one showing 
the network of grain boundaries existing at the beginning of the annealing 
step, and the second one the final network of grain boundaries. Those 
compounds have to be considered as an initial interface between the nickel 
and the (Ba,Sr,Ca)0 coating.
Surface analysis of thermionic dispenser cathodes with a W matrix and Re, Ir 
and Os/Ru surface coatings was performed by means of low-energy ion 
scattering and Auger electron spectroscopy. It was found that the Ba-0 
complex responsible for the low work functions of the cathodes has similar 
properties for the different coatings, the atomic Ba/O ratio is close to unity on 
all cathodes, with the O atoms positioned in a plane below the Ba atoms. The 
bonding between the Ba and O atoms as observed in low-energy Auger 
spectra is also almost identical on all cathodes. However, a significant 
difference in the absolute Ba-0 coverage was observed for the various 
cathodes. This density is determined by the strength of the bonding of the O 
atoms in the Ba-0 complex with the substrate atoms. [Cortenraad et al 2003].
Poret from Thomson multimedia/SBU Displays & Components [Poret et al 
2003], studied the phenomena of the evolution of compounds considered as 
constituents of the initial interface between the triple oxide coating of (Ba, Sr, 
Ca) O and the nickel alloy base of a one piece oxide cathode. This work 
focused on the characterization of the cathode nickel without its triple oxide 
coating, so as to bring a first step in the basic understanding of compound 
transformations. Different nickel melts with variable Mg and Al contents were
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examined. It was observed by in-situ optical microscopy that the quantity of 
crystallite compounds drops dramatically along all heating steps of the 
cathode activation under vacuum. For some melts, depending on their 
composition, the surface appears almost free of compounds, which is 
associated with best cathode performance. By examination of a wide range of 
nickel compositions, they were able to establish a relation between the Mg 
and Al content and the amount of compounds on the nickel surface.
2.8 Ba effect on the conductivity and emission of the oxide cathode
Becker [1929], experimentally showed that metallic barium deposited on 
the surface of the oxide either by electrolysis or by evaporation from an 
outside source, produced changes in the cathode activity (current density). 
Conduction was mostly due to electron transport but partially ionic in 
nature; the ratio of electron to ion transport depended upon the 
temperature and the composition of the oxide and the plate potential. The 
conductivity of the oxide was not entirely Ohmic and diffusion current might 
flow against the opposing field contributing to the conductivity.
Becker illustrated that the active layer of the oxide coating was at the outer 
surface [Becker et al,1931]. The activity depended on the concentration of 
the barium and oxygen on this surface and also upon the amount of 
metallic barium dispersed through the oxide. The core material did not 
directly affect the emission, but did greatly affect the ease with which free 
barium was produced by heat treatment of electrolysis.
The thermionic electrons originate in the oxide just underneath the
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adsorbed barium mono or multi-layers. However, most of the current 
through the oxide is conducted by electrons, a small portion being carried 
by barium and oxygen ions.
It was assumed that the source of emission was the composite layer 
formed by occlusion of alkaline earth metal on the surface of the coating 
and that the electrons emitted, diffused through the interstices in the oxide 
coating into the vacuous space [Lowry, 1930].
The oxidation and thermal adsorption of the evaporated Ba films on 
different substrates indicated that the active state for B-type impregnated 
cathodes (calcium carbonate was added to reduce the barium evaporation 
rate) can be reproduced by a near monolayer of the stoichiometric BaO on 
the W surface[Hass et al, 1983]. The density of Ba atoms (or O atoms) in 
this monolayer should be one half that of W atoms based on size 
considerations of the Ba compared to the W, which was confirmed by 
LEED (low-energy electron diffraction). Measurements of the diffusion of 
Ba compounds from pores, the substrate interaction and the thermal 
evaporation indicated that on the W substrate, the monolayer BaO 
stoichimetric ratio was not a stable configuration and had a work function of 
& 2e V . The substrate work function was lowered because of the dipole 
formed by the adsorbed BaO. Studies of the electron interactions between 
the Ba and O indicated that a more complete electron transfer exists 
between the Ba and O for the BaO layer on the Ir substrate than on the W 
substrate. These results are based on the observation that O 2P states on
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the W substrate appear to be filled not only by Ba 6s but also by W valence 
electrons.
The effect of barium supply into a (W-Sc2W3Oi2)-coating film on the 
emission distribution of a scandate cathode (cathode contains scandium 
element) was investigated by [Sasaki et al 1999]. Scandate concentration 
on the oxide cathode surface was increased by activation heating. This 
increase was coincident with the rise in emission current by heating. 
However, when the film was coated on the unimpregnated tungsten pellet, 
the scandium concentration did not increase. These results indicated that 
the barium supplied into the film was necessary for liberating scandium 
atoms from the scandium tungsten in the film and for forming a monolayer 
of Ba-Sc-0 on the surface. Sasaki measured the heating-induced change 
in the scandium content of the film. The result showed that the scandium 
content decreased only in the part of the film that covered the impregnated 
areas. No decrease was observed in the film that covered the tungsten 
metal. The liberation of scandium was considered to take place only in the 
film to which barium atoms were mainly supplied. This non uniform 
scandium liberation in the film caused a non uniformity in the Ba-Sc-0 
monolayer on the cathode surface, which in turn caused emission non 
uniformity.
2.9 The addition of Ni powder
A new type of cathode that consists of an oxide-impregnated Nickel matrix 
of controlled porosity was examined by Balas and his co-workers [1955].
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This type of cathode, prepared by controlled sintering methods, has a 
porosity of approximately 50%. The calculated work function was about 
l-1 .25eV  using Richardson's equation plots. A high current density value
of J = 10Acm~2 was achieved, when the cathode was operated at 
temperatures around 1145K.
The effect of this nickel impurity on the reaction of an oxide cathode with 
carbon monoxide in the oxide coating was studied by Pikus et al [1964]. It 
was shown that this reaction depends strongly on the activation state of the 
cathode; its temperature and the CO pressure can lead to cathode 
activation as well as cathode poisoning. The reaction results were the 
oxidation of CO to CO2 .
A nickel impurity exerted a significant influence on the reaction of the 
cathode with CO, similar to that produced by preliminary electrolytic 
activation of the oxide cathode. The effect of the nickel impurity was 
independent of the method employed to interpret the catalytic reaction that 
oxidizes CO to C02, with the coating used as the catalyst. Both the oxide 
coating, and the nickel impurity, to a somewhat greater extent, played the 
role of catalyst.
To. increase, the emission properties of an oxide-coated cathode, 
Aleksandrov et al [1968], studied the effect of the concentration of highly 
dispersed Nickel (up to 15%). The Ni concentration in the range (l-5 )%  
resulted in much improved emission properties. This observation was in 
complete agreement with the generally accepted viewpoint that an
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increased metallic Nickel content of more than 50//° in the oxide coating 
leads to a deterioration in the emission properties of the oxide-coated 
cathode.
Addition of filamentary Ni particles represented a convenient and effective 
way to increase the conductivity of the oxide [Al-Ajili et al, 2001]. This 
increase formed on conversion and activation of oxide cathode, with less 
than 10mass% addition of Ni. However, a large increase in conductivity 
was obtained at low temperature. This effect diminished with increasing 
temperature to less than one order of magnitude difference at 1000K . The 
conductivity of nickel-containing samples decreased in the first few hours of 
operation due to ongoing microstructural changes. Nevertheless, the long­
term emission behavior of such nickel-containing coatings was enhanced 
by these additions. This enhancement is believed to stem from increased 
dimensional stability of the oxide coating imparted by the presence of a 
skeletal/percolating Ni framework within the oxide coating.
The composite cathode coating could be modelled as two parallel 
conduction pathways; one component being the continuous metallic 
pathway formed above the percolation threshold which comprised the 
dominant conduction mechanism, particularly at low temperatures, whilst 
the second element comprised the semiconducting oxide, which made an 
appreciable contribution to the overall conductivity only at elevated 
temperatures. The standard formula for parallel resistance and conductivity 
in the d.c. system and the contribution of the percolation path through the 
metallic phase addition can be determined as [AL-Ajili, 2001]:
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®metal ®total ®oxide (2 -3 )
This equation determines the contribution of the metallic component to the 
conduction behavior of the system. The calculated values for this metallic 
contribution to the conductivity should show a linear behavior with 
temperature. The slope of the best fit determines the activation energy 
values at various temperatures. The temperature coefficient of resistance is 
determined using the following equation [Bennet, 1974 and Ohring, 1995]:
P r = P 0 (1 +  « A 7 ’) (2.4)
Where pT,p0 are the resistivities at two temperatures separated by the 
range AT. The calculated value of a  was determined as approximately 
0-002 > which is in the anticipated range for a pure metal [AL.AIiji, 2001, 
Bennet, 1974 and Ohring, 1995].
A preliminary investigation was carried out into the development of a novel 
cathode material with enhanced conductivity using low volume fraction 
additions of an acicular conductive phase. The manufacturing process was 
compatible with current commercial manufacturing processes and was 
anticipated to result in small additional costs. The results indicated that this 
form of conductive phase solve many of the problems previously identified 
in attempts to enhance conductivity by conductive phase addition, and 
encouraging results were obtained in emission trials [Hodgson et al, 1999].
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2.10 Phenomena of Basic emission
According to Nergaad [1952], the oxide cathode consists of four principal 
regions, representing the sample model, to explain the operation of the 
cathode. These regions are the base metal, interface layer, oxide layer and 
surface, as shown in Figure 2.8, which are created because of the conversion 
and activation of the cathode and lifetime.
The interface layer is formed by reaction of reducing agents like Si, Ti, Mn, 
Mg, Al, C or even W, with the oxide coating, leading to the formation of e.g., 
MgO, Al20 3 or to binary oxides like Ba2Si04. The thickness of the interface 
layer increases with increased time of operation.
2.11 The effect of the interface layer
Several interface phases have been identified in a layer. These include, 
BaZr03, MgO, BaAI20 4, Ba2Si04, Ba2T i04, Ba3Wo6, Ba3Mo06, Ba2SrW06 
and (Ba,Sr)Si04. These oxide metals have high resistivity which may vary 
depending on the cathode temperature. The resistivity of Ba2Si04 for 
example decreases from 106 Q.m at lOOOiHo 1.66xl05 Q.m at 1250K .
Ba3 W 06 has a resistivity of 2.5x10s Q.m at 1000A' [ Gartner, 1999].
The thickness of the interface layer increases with increasing time of 
operation.
The thickness of Ba2Si04 is found to increase from 1 - 2 jum after 4000/?of 
operation.
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2.12 Thermionic mechanism models
2.12.1 Ba mono-atomic layer model
The electron emission work function in this model is calculated by using the 
Richardson-Dushman equation:
J  -  A T2 exp(-£<D /  kT) (2.5)
This work function is given by [Kasap, 1997 and Yamamoto, 1997]:
0  = + aT  (2.6)
Beyer and Nikonov [1964] give the work function for triple-oxide cathodes, as:
<B =  (1.1 ± 0 .0 5 )+  (5 ± 1 )1 0 ^ 7 ’
For (Ba,Sr)0 the work function is:
While for BaO the work function is:-
<5 =  (1.6 ± 0 .0 8 )+  (5 ±1)1 O'4 r
It has been noticed that on addition of other alkali earth elements to the Ba 
the work function decreases.
2.12.2 Donor model
Oxygen vacancies are created in the BaO by traces of impurities in the metal 
substrate, which reduce the BaO to Ba. These vacancies serve as donors 
from which electron emission takes place into the vacuum when the cathode 
is heated.
The free Ba atoms thus produced also gradually migrate to the surface and
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then evaporate. The other oxides in the cathode play such roles as reducing 
the Ba evaporation rate and reducing the work function. The current density 
J (A cm'2) according to this model is given by Wilson [1931]:
The work function (activation energy) for the electron emission is given by the 
relation <X>= (Ed/2) + x .
2.13 Conduction theories of the oxide-coated cathode
There has been extensive work on oxide coated cathodes concerning various 
aspects of the operating properties. Most of the early efforts were directed 
toward these cathodes coated with the crystalline powders. Later 
investigations on single crystals of barium oxide provided much of the 
understanding of the semiconducting properties of this compound. A 
summary of some of the experimental progression theories are given in this 
chapter. Most of these studies pursued the subject from the point of view of 
defect chemistry. While experiments were performed to examine the chemical 
properties of these oxides, the correlation with the operation of a real oxide 
coated cathode is yet to be completely determined. The lack of a widely 
accepted physical model indicates the complexities involved in the cathode 
operation.
For many years oxide-coated cathodes have been almost universally used in 
the cathode-ray and other electron-beam vacuum tubes. At present, the oxide 
cathode is still of considerable practical importance as an electron emitter. In
J  = 1.73 *  1 O’ 6 * N ]J 2T514 *  exp (2.10)kT
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this chapter, simple models are proposed to explain the electronic processes 
in an oxide cathode.
2.14 Conduction mechanism in oxide cathodes according to Loosjes 
and Vink
The device used by Loosjes and Vink [1949], was made of cathodes with a 
flat surface of 8 mm2 consisting of a nickel cylinder with a wall thickness of
0.15mm and external diameter of 3.2mm, closed at one end and covered with 
a 50//m thick coating of BaSr(C03)2-
The cathodes were specially selected with a flat surface. Two of them were 
mounted in a tube in such a way that the carbonate coatings were pressed 
against each other by means of springs. This ensured that the layers were 
always pressed against each other by the same force, regardless of any 
change in the thickness of the separate layers caused by decomposition of 
the carbonates during the process of formation, as shown in Figure 2.9.
In Figure 2.10, the logarithms of the conductivity, log cr, are plotted against 
1 I T  for the two layers at different stages of activation. From this figure it can 
be seen that the log c r - l / T  curves consist of two or three parts.
Oxide coating pressed against 
each other
Filament Filament
Ni Core
Figure 2.9: Mounting of two cathodes pressed against each other.
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There was the low-activation temperature part (part/), which in each case 
extends to about 700-800 JC, followed by part I I  where the temperature 
dependency of the conductivity is in two difference mechanisms, whilst often 
for temperature above 1000K  (part I I I )  the temperature dependence of the 
conductivity begins to become less pronounced.
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Figure 2.10: Log a  \/T curves for succeeding stages of activation (I I I I)
[Loosjes and Vink, 1949].
2.14.1 Interpretation of I j V  measurements (The mode!)
Loosjes and Vink [1949] considered two conduction mechanisms ( b andc) 
which depend exponentially on temperature and are given by the following 
relation:
—p(h / kT
cr =  (T„ e '(2.11)
For the two mechanisms the cr, s and the work functions </> are different. For
^ r ia p ie i z
each of these two mechanisms (1 and 2) when log <j  was plotted against 
1 IT  they found the straight lines b and c of Figure 2.11. If b and c are 
connected in series, the resultant conductivity will be determined at every 
temperature mainly by the mechanism with the lowest conductivity. If one now 
plots the logarithm of the resultant conductivity against l / 7 \  one finds curve 
1 of Figure 2.11.
If, however, these mechanisms are connected in parallel to each other the 
resultant conductivity will be determined at every temperature mainly by the 
mechanism with the highest conductivity. In that case if one plots the 
logarithm of the resultant conductivity against 1 IT  one finds curve 2 of Figure 
2.11.
To represent the temperature dependence of the conductivity cr that is 
observed experimentally by:-
   _  - _  _  -efa/kT . -e<$2 / kTa - a x +cr 2 - c r  oi e + & 02 e (2.12)
It appears that this is possible only for temperatures up to about 10007^. For 
higher temperatures the temperature dependence of the observed 
conductivity is less than that calculated from equation 2.10, By using the
values of c r ^ c r ^ , ^  and (j)2 computed from the results at temperatures 
below 1000^.
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Figure 2.11: L o g a - l / T  curves of two conduction mechanisms (b and c) 
and the resultant conductivity when c and k are connected in (1) series 
(2) parallel to each other [Loosjes and Vink, 1949],
2.14.2 Interpretation of the I j V  measurements
On examining the I j V  curves for the same stage of activation, one sees that 
the I j V  characteristics can be linear or sub linear.
Figure 2.12 shows plots of a few such cases. There are three temperature 
regions tO bC distinguished. For temperatures below 800K , the I j V  
characteristics are always linear. The characteristic are tending to be sub- 
linear for temperatures between (800-1000)^, and at sufficiently high
temperatures (7>1000£) the I  - V  curves become linear again.
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Figure 2.12: the I jV  characteristics of one of the Loosjes and Vink 
samples [Loosjes and Vink, 1949].
With such a picture it is difficult to explain that the activation energy calculated 
for the high temperature mechanism has the same value as is usually found 
for the energy corresponding to the work function of the oxide coated 
cathodes [Becker, 1931].
One can explain this sub-linear curved characteristics by assuming that the 
electrons have to pass through a barrier layer situated at the interface 
between the Hi electrode and the oxide coating [Wright, 1947].
Applying Wright's explanation to Loosjes data, it may be concluded that the 
electron transport during the high temperature regime would be subjected to a 
barrier-layer effect at the interface, whereas the electron transport during the 
low-temperature regime mechanism does not experience such an effect. 
Another mechanism of electronic conduction is therefore proposed. In Loosjes 
opinion it is the conduction by means of electrons present in the pores
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between the electron-emitting grains of the porous oxide coating that play an 
important part in accounting for the properties of the conduction mechanism 
observed in the oxide coating. In just the same manner as the outer grains of 
an oxide-coated cathode keep up an electron cloud in a layer immediately 
adjacent to the surface of the cathode. It is certain that the pores in the layer 
will be filled by an electron gas formed by the electron clouds of the 
surrounding grains.
This new conduction mechanism is sufficient to account for the conduction 
properties of the oxide cathode.
The oxide coating layer becomes charged negatively because of the electrons 
coming from the Ni electrode and diffusing through the coating [Lowry 1930]. 
According to this theory, the electrons in the pores come from the surrounding 
grains. These grains will therefore have a positive charge, and therefore the 
layer as a whole will be electrically neutral [Loosjes et al, 1949].
Accepting for a moment the idea of electronic conduction through the electron 
gas in the pores, it is obvious that the temperature dependence of the 
conductivity will be closely related to the temperature dependence of the 
density of the electron gas present in the pores. It immediately becomes clear 
that this temperature dependence of the density of the electron gas, in the 
layer covering the surface of the emitting grains, will be the same as that of 
the emission [Loosjes et al, 1949 and Becker 1931]
The sub-linear 7/F characteristics of this high temperature mechanism can 
also be easily explained by the model of the conduction through the electron
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gas in the pores. In an electron gas, in the absence of a field and in thermal 
equilibrium, the electron have a mean velocity v in all directions, irrespective 
of whether the medium in which they move is a metal, a semiconductor or 
vacuum.
When a field F  is applied the electrons (having a charge e and a mass m ), 
they are subjected to an acceleration a in the direction of the field applied 
during the time t which the electrons take to cover their mean free path I
eFa = —  (2.13)m
For the mean increase of the velocity, Av, in the direction of the field during 
the time t :
eFAv =— t (2.14)2m '  '
For the calculation of this time t , two cases are to be distinguished:-
The mean velocity v in any direction in the absence of a field is high with 
respect to the mean increase of the velocity in the direction of the field. In this 
case the mean velocity v remains practically constant during the acceleration 
and we have:-
t = L  (2.15)v
and
eF IAv  = — =  (2.16)2m v
At the end of the mean free path this increase in velocity will be destroyed
through collision. Therefore A v  represents the mean drift of the electrons in
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the direction of the field and the current density (in A/m2) will be:-
eF IJ  = | A v = £ — (2.17)2m v
Obviously, in this case Ohm's law is valid, as is experimentally found for 
metals and semiconductors. It is clear that Ohm's law is valid only if the time t 
(as in this first case) is independent of the field applied.
The mean velocity v in any direction in the absence of a field is small with 
respect to the mean increase of the velocity in the direction of the field. Due to
this case, A  v can be calculated as follow:-
and
It = —  (2.18)Av
eF IA v = — =  (2.19)2m Av
Hence
—  eFi U - J - t  (2.20)
In this case, the current density can be calculated by the following 
expression:-
{ 2 - 2 1 )
Ohm's law is now no longer valid because, as is seen from (2.18) and (2.20), 
t is no longer independent of F .  In this extreme case a parabolic 
characteristic would be expected.
For the conduction through the electron gas in pores, the current density is
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calculated using equation (2.21). The reason for this is that the mean free 
path of the electrons in the electron gas in the pores is much larger than that 
for the conduction electrons in metals and semiconductors. The mean free 
path in metals and semiconductors is of the order of 10'9, but for the electrons 
in the electron gas present in pores, the mean free path is given by the size of 
the pores. The porosity being about 50%, it may be said that the mean free 
path is half the mean grain size, i.e. 1 -3 nm. This is larger by a factor of about
103.
2.15 Relationship between thermionic emission and electrical 
conductivity of oxide-coated cathodes
It has been a well known fact that the thermionic emission of the oxide-coated 
cathode depends much upon the condition of the decomposition process of 
carbonate and the activation process [Narita, 1953].
2.15.1 The characteristics of "N" type and "S" type cathodes
Narita [1953] suggested two structural types due to the cathode 
decomposition and activation processes. These types are:-
•  Sintered cathode ("S" type):
These cathodes are decomposed under high gas pressure and at very high 
temperatures during evacuation and they always found to have low emission 
and the oxide particles are considered to sinter and have no distinct grain-to- 
grain boundaries, as schematically shown in Figure 2.13. The grain-grain 
potential barrier is very low. These cathodes will be designated as "S" type
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cathodes which were prepared in Marita's [1953] experiments by using barium 
carbonate, which is more convenient for sintering than barium-strontium 
carbonate.
Narita supposed that semiconductor-type conduction through the grains will 
be predominant in MS” type cathodes.
The variation of electron affinity % with the activity of "S" cathode and the 
existence of a metsstable state in the emission may give the possibility of the 
formation of a monolayer of barium on the surface of the activated oxide 
which reduces the work function.
Ni Base Metal
Oxide
Material
Oxide-coating 
top surface
Figure 2.13: The schematic diagram of the sintered type cathode
[Narita 1953].
*  Normal cathode ("N " type)
The norma! cathode ("N" type) is of superior activity, it should be allowed to 
decompose carefully (under low gas pressure and high temperature) where 
less sintering should take place. In this case, the oxide particles have a 
certain distance between grain boundaries resulting in a rough contact 
between grains. The grain grain potential barrier is thus higher and is involved
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in the electron transportation. Narita [1953] supposed that "N" type cathode 
usually has such a structure, as shown in Figure 2.14.
In "N" type cathode, the height of the contact potential barrier between grains 
will be so large that the electron conduction through pores among oxide- 
particles may appear at high temperatures (above 800#) as Loosjes * Vink 
advocated [1949],
Oxide
grains
Oxide-coating 
top surface
Ni Base Meta!
Pore
Figure 2.14: The schematic diagram of the normal type cathode
[Narita 1953J.
Thus the 'whole resistance of the oxide layer is assumed to be made of three 
kinds of resistances, the resistance through the grains Rl , the resistance due 
to pore between two grains R2 and the resistance of the "M" type conduction 
R3, as shown in Figure 2.15.
The total resistance R may be given by:
1 ^ 1  1—= >     +   (2 .22)
R n a + b nR 2 cR 3
The numerous types of measurable conduction are probably due to the 
difference in values of the multiplied parameters an,bn and c .  These 
parameters are the number of resistance in one grain group.
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Figure 2.15: A schematics! diagram of the resistance in the oxide
coating [Narita 1953].
2,15.2 M-type conduction
Narita [1953] observed a new conduction mechanism due to the barium 
contamination (metallic conduction called the "M" type conduction). It has 
been reported that this type has a small activation energy (less than O A c V )  of 
conduction in the oxide cathodes. Such type of conduction is realized easily 
(denoted M-type conduction) by the method of changing the cathode 
activation by sputtering barium onto the surface of the oxide cathode.
However this conduction is so unstable due to the activation energy being less 
than 0A e V  and is impossible to observe beyond 5 5 9 K .  When the cathode 
was heated to high temperatures, its conductivity at the low temperature 
decreased suddenly. This instability of the conduction was believed to be due 
to the evaporation of barium from the oxide-coating at high temperature.
Narita [1953] supposed that M type conduction may be occurring through a 
thin barium layer covering the oxide particles.
Both the emission and the conductivity were varied by the evaporation of
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barium to the cathodes [Narita, 1953], The conductivity increased as the 
amount of deposited barium evaporated from bataium getter, as shown in 
Figure 2.16. The conduction became measurable beyond two atomic Sayers of 
barium and was approximately of the same order as M-type conduction in 
oxide-coated cathodes.
This conduction is scarcely temperature dependent (metallic conduction), 
suggesting that M-type conduction may be a surface conduction through the 
multi-atomic thin film of barium on the surface of the oxide particles.
® Nanta's work can be summrised as follows
1. The relationship between emission and conduction for both sintered and 
normal cathodes was obtained at every stage of activation change by 
evaporation of barium atoms onto the cathode.
>
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Atomic layers of Ba
Figure 2.16: The increase of the oxide cathode conductance by 
deposition of barium atomic layers [Narita 1953].
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2. The emission of the "N" cathode is proportional to the conduction above 
800/£ and the semiconductor theory seems, at a glance, to be well 
applicable.
3. The width of the conduction band x  f ° r "S" cathode known from Q - E , 
was very high compared with that of "N" cathode and it varied with the 
change of cathode activity.
4. The difference between the "S" and "N" cathodes can be explained from 
the assumption of the existence of electron gas conduction through pores 
in "N" cathode coating and the effect of a monatomic layer on the cathode 
surface.
5. Conduction with a lower activation energy than O.leV, appeared in the 
process of evaporating barium onto the cathode at very low temperatures. 
This conductivity was interpreted as the surface conduction of the electron 
through multi-atomic layers of barium on the oxide particles.
6. In low temperature range both "S" and "N" cathodes had M-type 
conduction. It was confirmed that the "S" cathode was more conductive 
than the "N" cathode [Narita, 1953]. The M-type conduction of both 
cathodes decreased owing to the evaporation of barium from the cathodes 
through heating, while the thermionic emission increased, accompanied by 
the slight decrease of the work function [Narita, 1953]. This may be 
interpreted as the transition from multilayer to monolayer of the surface 
barium coverage.
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2.16 Theory of the oxide-coated cathode
2.16.1 The characteristics of the oxide coated cathode
Early investigations [Herrmann and Wagener, 1951] proved that the emission 
is directly associated with the presence of excess metal in the oxide. It was 
shown that it was either wholly a surface phenomenon, or due entirely to 
processes at the oxide-metal interface. In fact there is a direct relation 
between the conductivity through the oxide coating and the electron emission 
from it [Hannay et al, 1949], as shown on Figure 2.17. The electron emission 
and oxide conductivity increased together during activation and both are 
destroyed simultaneously when the cathode is poisoned. The temperature 
resistivity coefficient in the oxide falls considerably during activation, as shown 
in Figure 2.18. The curves marked as I, II, III and IV are taken during the 
activation stage.
The oxide conduction current occurs at the same current density saturation as 
thermionic emission takes place [Wright, 1947]. Wright also demonstrated the 
behavior of an interface compound which exists between the metal and the 
oxide. This may be a silicate, aluminates or other complex elements, 
depending upon the constitution of the core metal, and he showed that it gives 
rise to a rectifying junction at the metal surface.
More results were involved in the development of Dearnaley's [1969] model to 
which a principle background is those of Heinze and Wagener [1939].
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Figure 2.17: The direct relation between the conductivity through the 
oxide coating and the electron emission [Hannay et al, 1949].
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Figure 2.18: Dependence of conductance on temperature for the BaO, 
SrO and CaO cathode [Hannay et al, 1949].
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They made an interesting observation of the distribution of emission from an 
oxide cathode at successive stages of activation. They formed electron 
images of the cathode surface and thereby observed that emission takes 
place from small bright centers.
Initially the saturation emitted current was less than 10~9 A and only a few 
centers were present. As activation preceded the number of sites increased 
but their size and distribution pattern varied little, but the range of saturation 
current increased by a factor of 107 .
Projection-tube microphotography has been used by Mecklenburg [1942] to
odemonstrate that emission centers are less than 400 A in size and show a 
pattern related to the grain size and distribution in the oxide.
2.16.2 The theory of the conduction filament
Dearnaley [1969] put forward a model for activation, conduction and emission 
of an oxide-coated cathode in order to explain the behavior of certain other 
oxide layer structures.
In oxide-coated cathodes, he proposed that the presence of reducing agents 
at the activation temperature which results in the removal of some oxygen 
from the coating. At certain favorable points on the metal-oxide interface the 
oxygen may locally become conducting, perhaps due to an aggregation of 
oxygen vacancies, which may occur particularly at grain boundaries in the 
polycrystalline structure. An electric field was applied during activation, and 
the filament tended to grow through the oxide coating.
A high oxygen concentration evolves from the structure of the oxide material
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at high temperature. Due to the fact that the Debye temperature of the alkaline 
earth oxides is quite low, despite their refraction nature: thus 0D for barium
oxide is about 250 °C . Owing to their low mass the oxygen atoms will undergo 
violent thermal agitation at T ~59D and may be ejected from the structure. The 
heavier barium atoms remain relatively undisturbed.
Dearnaley [1969] estimated the mean square displacement of oxygen atoms
in BaO at 1250 °C to be 0.8,4 while for barium atoms, displacement being 
inversely proportional to the mass, is an order of magnitude less. It is 
therefore understandable that oxygen can evolve at the activation 
temperature, and for the same reason the oxygen vacancies will possess a 
relatively high mobility. In this case, the conducting chain is created by a high 
concentration of oxygen vacancies and terminating at the metal base. The 
applied field will cause a very large electric stress at the other end, extending 
as it does into the insulating oxide. Under such a stress, and at the activation 
temperature, he proposed that further oxygen vacancies migrate to this tip 
and cause it to grow until the chain penetrates the oxide layer. The increased 
conductivity of the layer will eventually reduce the electric field and filament 
growth will come to an end.
Under the applied electric field, emission will already have begun, initially 
perhaps by field emission, but the current flowing through the chain will rapidly 
cause local heating and enhance the thermionic emission from the surface. In
equations of Richardson (equation 2.3) is enhanced both because the local 
work function is reduced [Becker, 1935] and the local temperature is
• o
this case the exponential factor which dominates the emission
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increased [Koller, 1925 and Rothe, 1926]. However, it is difficult to draw 
definite conclusions from experiments in which the electron energy spectrum 
is measured by variation of retarding potential. The actual temperature of the 
emitting centers will be a function of the current drawn and the slope of the 
current- potential plot cannot as yet be usefully interpreted. Such plots would 
be expected to indicate a temperature lower than that of the emitting sites, 
since at maximum retarding potentials there would appear to be fewer 
energetic electrons.
The oxide in this model is clearly not a semiconductor which made Dearnaley 
[1969] expect to apply the emission equation of the saturation current 
density Js
J s ~ J  o T 1 exp
But now T, E and $ must be allowed to vary over the cathode surface.
The close relation that exists between the oxide conductivity and the emission 
current may now be understood (Figure 2.17) since both arise from the same 
mechanism. During activation the number of conducting chains grow but the 
effective work function of each emitting site remains almost constant [Heinze 
and Wagener, 1939]. As the current through the conducting filaments rises, 
the oxide temperature (if the electrons are drawn away by dc accelerating 
field) becomes higher and so emits yet more electrons. The failure of oxide
f  2 I   ^
(j> -Ye2 E 2
kT (2.23)
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cathodes to show true current saturation was therefore understandable. The 
electrons may be considered to be traveling as plasma through the narrow 
conducting region: the electron temperature may for a transient period exceed 
the lattice temperature. The lattice temperature will rise until thermal agitation 
ruptures the chains and the conductivity will be affected due to the particular 
atomic spacing and inter-band angles. The Debye temperature of the alkaline 
earth oxides is, as we have seen, quite small. Their maximum temperature will 
lie between the cathode operating temperature (-800 °c) and the melting 
point(~1900 °c). The filaments will break due to thermal vibration and under 
the influence of the low-frequency plused applied electric field then re-form 
again after cooling with a thermal relaxation time. The saturation of emission 
corresponds to the establishment of dynamic equilibrium with conducting 
filaments emitting, heating up, rupturing, cooling down and re-forming under 
the applied field. It is understandable that, as Wright [1947] observed, 
saturation of oxide conductivity occurs under just these conditions.
Dearnaly's [1969] picture of the composite cathode must take account of this 
and is illustrated schematically in Figure 2.19, which shows the conducting 
filaments extending between the interface material and the oxide surface.
Owing to the well-known tendency for crystal defects to accumulate at grain 
boundaries it is likely that chains of oxygen vacancies will tend to form along 
the edges of crystallites in the cathode surface. This is confirmed by some of 
the experiments on the distribution of emitting sites [Mecklenburg 1942].
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Figure 2.19: The schematic diagram o f the conducting filaments
[Dearnaly, 1969].
2.17 Electronic processes in the oxide cathode
For this discussion, it is not necessary to include the pore conduction process, 
which becomes significant at very high temperatures. Considerable work on 
photoemission was reported, but far fewer investigations were carried out on 
the thermionic emission properties of BaO crystals [Chin et al, 1974]. A similar 
relationship between the thermionic electron emission and the electrical 
conductivity was sought In the experimental study of BaO crystals. However, 
little correlation could be established between the electron emission and 
electrical conductivity for BaO crystals. This may be additional experimental 
evidence that the electrical conductivity measured from the oxide coating can 
not be Interpreted as a bulk property of these oxides.
2,17.1 Son adsorption effects
Because of the complexity Involved in an actual oxide cathode, the adsorption 
of barium has been identified as an essential factor in thermionic cathodes
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[Zalm, 1968]. Since the evaporation of BaO takes place at a much faster rate 
than that of SrO and CaO, the adsorption of barium ions on the strontium- 
calcium oxide is believed to be the activation process in a triple-oxide 
cathode. It is observed that barium adsorption can also take place on 
interfaces between oxide crystallites. The porosity in the oxide coating allows 
the formation of such adsorbed interfaces in the same manner as that of the 
emitting surface. Consequently, electron accumulations will occur at these 
ion-adsorbed interfaces as well as in the emitting area of the oxide crystallites. 
As a result, the barium adsorption serves not only to increase the electron 
emission at the cathode surface but also to enhance the electron conductivity 
between the oxide crystallites. With the above assumption it is conceivable 
that the rate of barium-ion adsorption at the interfaces is equal to that at the 
emitting surfaces. This would explain the linear relation of electron emission 
and conduction found in these experiments [Hannay et al, 1949]. Since the 
electron conductivity of BaO crystals cannot be increased through this 
adsorption process, the relationship of the thermionic emission with the 
electron conductivity is not expected to be linear. Hence, it is not surprising 
that the conductivity of the activated-oxide layer is two orders of magnitude 
higher than that of BaO crystals at high temperatures [Chin, 1974].
2.17.2 Simplified analysis of an idealized model
The adsorbed ions throughout the interfaces and the conducting paths along 
the crystallites are illustrated schematically in Figure 2.20. The conductivity is 
the sum of these paths along the interfaces of the oxide crystallites. In order to 
facilitate the estimation of the conductivity of the oxide crystallites they are
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depicted in Figure 2.21 as simple cubes with an edge width D . For simplicity, 
these identical cubes are stacked in a regular array with some separation 
between them in each layer. The separations, as indicated in this model, 
simulate the porosity of a real oxide coating on the cathode. Also, separations 
are shown only between grains in each layer and not between layers.
This is really a simplification rather than an indication of any anisotropy in the 
formation of the coating.
From this idealized model, it is obvious that the length of the conducting paths 
is not greatly increased from the apparent thickness of the oxide coating. The 
conductance G of the coating is the sum of the contributions of all the paths
i
/-t V  ® ai & 'ST'
G = L — = J ^ a ‘ <2-24>
Where the conductivity cr along the path is considered the same for all paths, 
L is the thickness of the coating, and a , is the cross-sectional area of the 
conducting part of the grains.
Although this estimate is valid only for cubes, the same reasoning can be 
employed to find the approximate conductivity of the grains of other shapes.
If the surface layer of cubes is the major conductive part, the cross-sectional 
area of the conductive path is actually 4l (d ~l ) instead of D 2, the geometric 
cross section of the cube [Hutson, 1959]. Here, L is the approximate depth of 
the surface layer where the conductivity is greatly enhanced due to the ion 
adsorption. It will be shown later that for an inactivated grain the effective
length L may reach y ,  so that electron conduction can be nearly uniform
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throughout the grain.
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Figure 2.20: The structure o f the oxide grains in a real oxide cathode
[Chin et al ,  1974],
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Figure 2.21: A cross-section view of the oxide grains in a weii activated
cathode [Chin et al, 1974].
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The thickness Lo t the surface layer will decrease as the barium adsorption 
progresses. In a well-activated cathode coating, the value of L is expected to 
be only a small fraction of the grain size D [Chin, 1974].
At the operating temperature of 1100AT, the electron density evaluated from 
the measured conductivity of inactivated oxides is not greatly increased from 
the intrinsic value of the material at that temperature as indicated in table 2.1 
[Zalm, 1968, Saum at el, 1959 and Whited et al, 1969].
Before the oxides are activated, the electron conduction is assumed to be 
nearly uniform throughout the grain. The apparent electron density na will be
equal to the effective density ne in the grain. In the case of (BaSr)O
crystallites, it may be considered that there is an intermediate case between 
that of BaO and SrO [Dolloff, 1956].
The space-charge density £ in coulombs/cm3, may be obtained from the
X is the usual Debye length which can be calculated using the formula:
After integrating the charge density £ up to the surface with the coordinate
formula:
(2.25)
(2.26)
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X , the total space charge Q(coulomb/cm2) can be expressed as:
Q = V 2 X  ene tan (2.27)V V2A y
For well-activated crystallites, the conductivity as shown in table 2.2 is about 
2xlQ~3(ohm.cm)~l at a temperature of 1100X. Consequently, the apparent 
electron density na in the well activated coating becomes:
cr 15 - 3n =  = 2.5x10 cma ju e (2.28)
The electron mobility // was assumed to be 3cm2/volt.sQc for BaO single 
crystals [Chin, 1974]. As a result of the space charge accumulation on the 
oxide crystallites, the electron density nb at the beginning of the surface layer 
may be estimated from:-
n D 2 (2-29)4 L ( D - L )
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Table 2.1: Physical constants and parameters for Alkaline Earth Oxide 
[Chin et al, 1974].
BaO SrO CaO
Band gapEg (eV))  4.4 -  0.001 T 5 .9 -0 .001  T 7 .6 -0 .001  T
Dielectric constant (k) 34 13.1 11.1
ntat 1100& (cm-3) 4.7 X  1012 1.69 x 109 2.1 *1(f
Inactivated 10'5 3 x 10'6
<j0 (ohm.cm)~1
n0 {cm ”3) 1.25 x 1013 3.75 x 10n
Ec-<f>0(eV) 1.56 1.65
4>0-h (e V )  0.09 0.75
X{pm) 3.78 4.28
Table 2.2: Electrical conductivity at 1100AT of Alkaline Earth crystals and
coatings [Chin et al, 1974].
Conductivity (ohm.cm)'1
BaO Single crystal 1-2 x 10-4
SrO Single crystal 10'7
CaO Single crystal 10'8
Inactivated BaO Coating oiLOO
Activated BaO Coating 1-5 x10 ‘2
Inactivated (Ba,Sr)0 Coating 3 x lO^-IO-4
Activated (Ba,Sr)0 Coating 2 x 1 0‘3- 10'2
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2.18 Conduction mechanisms and Narita theory
According to the semi-conductor theory and Fowler’s theory [Hanney et al, 
1949], the thermionic current emission i and the electrical conductivity a  are 
given respectively by the following formula:
Equation 2.32 suggests that the emission must be directly proportional to the 
conductivity at any fixed temperature and % electron affinity.
Narita [1952], studied the thermionic emission and electrical conductivity of 
sintered oxide-coated cathodes. The measurement by means of an 
embedded probe was compared with that of the normal oxide-coated 
cathodes. Their emission and conductivities at 785 K ,  work functions ®, 
activation energies E, and the apparent values of the electron affinity x  
obtained are tabulated in table 2.3.
Such small values of the activation energy for conduction through the grains 
are difficult to understand, and this conduction was believed to be a surface
i = 4 ^  2 ^ m * h v 2 ^ m * k T ^ 6XP^ ^  + E a ^ k T J (2.30)
In m k T  /4
(2.31)
And therefore:
1
(2.32)
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Table 2.3: The electrical parameters for initial and fully activated states
[Narita, 1952],
Cathode type i
mAt cm2
cr
Mho
OeV EeV XeV
N<
Initia l 9xl0~3 1.5xl0~4 1.2 1.04 0.16
Activated 8.1xl0 '2 1.2xl0"3 1.03 0.86 0.17
S<
Initia l 7xl0"5 1.2xl0~5 1.89 0.94 0.95
Activated 2.8x1 O'2 1.7xl0”4 1.06 0.44 0.62
conduction through a multi-atomic barium layer on the surface of the oxide 
particles. This was confirmed by comparing it with the conduction through a 
very thin barium film deposited on a silica plate.
.From these results it was believed that in oxide coating there may be three 
mechanisms of electron conduction:-
1. Conduction by an electron gas in the pores or conduction through grains 
limited by contact potential barriers between grains.
2. Pure conduction through grains.
3. Surface conduction through surface barium layers.
All of these are connected in parallel in the general case, and the mono- 
atomic surface layer of barium serves to reduce the work function.
It was proposed that the conductivity of a porous semiconductor, such as an 
oxide-coated cathode, was influenced by the presence of an electron gas in
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the pores of the aggregate. Hensley [1952] calculated the magnitude of the 
conductivity component which depended on two simplified models 
approximating the geometry of a pore. The conditions, under which such 
components of the conductivity can appreciably modify the total conductivity, 
were analyzed. It was further shown that such a porous semiconductor would 
possess two sources of thermoelectric emf. One is in the crystals of the 
aggregate and the other is in the interstices between the crystals. A simple 
theory for the thermoelectric power of the electron gas in a pore was 
developed.
There was evidence from measurements of the conductivity of oxide 
cathodes in the temperature range 300- 600K  to suggest that at least two 
processes contribute to the conduction mechanism [Higginson, 1958]. One of 
these might be identified with the movement of barium ions over the surfaces 
of the minute crystallites, which constitute the oxide coating. The other 
process was thought to be electronic conduction, the oxide particles being N- 
type excess semiconductors, limited by barriers, e.g. electron traps due to 
oxygen, between the crystallites. Impaired movement of barium ions may be 
then explained by oxygen poisoning in this temperature range on the 
crystallite surfaces and increased electron trapping at crystal-crystal interface 
[Higginson, 1958].
New models for the oxide-coated cathode must be introduced to understand 
these differences in the evaluation of the activation energy and work function 
due to the experimental results.
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According to Narita, oxide coated cathodes are classificated into four different 
types based on the energy band structure. These types are:
• a-type:-
This type may be observed asthe initial state of the "S" cathode before the 
activation and may be of simple semiconductor type. In this type:-
(2.33)
E0 and Ea are the energy difference from the bottom of the conduction band 
to the Fermi level and to the donor's respectively, as shown in Figure 2.22.
Where E0 is larger than ~ Ea for inactivated state. The experimental
numerical values of E0 and % are probably 0.8-1.0 eF and 1.0eV 
respectively, and then O = 1.8- 2.0eV [Narita et al, 1948].
• p- type:-
The structure of the cathode in this type is considered as a semiconductor 
possessing a monolayer of barium on the surface and is realized as the 
activation state of "S" cathode. The work function of this type is lowered due 
to dipole moment at the surface and the Fermi level is located half way 
between the bottom of conduction band and the donor levels, for the well 
activated cathode, as shown in Figure 2.23.
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Conduction band
Forbidden band
Fermi Level 
Donor Level
Full band m
Figure 2.22: The band structure of the a type oxide cathode
[Narita, 1953].
As % is lowered by U = 0A5eV and the probable value of Ea is 0.9eV , Narita
thus obtained:-
</> =  E 0 + Z - U = ^ + x - U  =  l e V (2.34)
• y - type:-
When the base metal contains reducing elements, such as Mg, Si, or when
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barium is added to the cathode from an external source, the barium content in 
the cathode is so large that a multiatomic layer of baruim may be formed on
P -type
Conduction band
Ea Fermi Level
Donor Level
Forbidden band
Full band
wmmMmmmwm
Figure 2.23: The band structure of the (3 type oxide cathode
[Narita, 1953].
the surface of oxide particles through which M-type conduction appears, as 
shown in Figure 2.24.
in this case the work function is slightly higher than that of a monolayer (less 
than thus the work function is given by:-
< f , = { x - U ) + E o +  0 . \ * \ . \eV (335)
The conduction is of M-conduction and its activation energy is in the range of
E o = 0 - 0 A e V
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\ v r- type
Multi-atorr 
layer o f Be
BaO Part
Pore
Figure 2.24: The multi-atomic Ba layer covered the grains in the y type
oxide cathode [Narita, 1953].
* 5 -type>
When a contact potential barrier exists between oxide particles, as in the case 
of a "N" type cathode and as shown in Figure 2.25, the activation energy of 
the conduction is equal to that of pore conduction which is slightly lower than 
the work function and It is given by:-
The work function is the same as that of p  -type since the current density of 
this type is usually good compared with the other types and v  is the
E 0 - < j ) - o = 0 . 8 ~ l e F (2.36)
difference between the work function and the activation energy.
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5-type
Contact Potential 
Barrier
Figure 2.25: The contact potential barriers in the 5 type oxide cathode
[Narita, 1953].
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Industrial cathodes preparation and experimental technique
3.1 Introduction
This chapter gives an overview on the current L.G. Philips oxide cathode 
preparation and recent benchmarking investigations. The procedures of the 
oxide cathode assembly were studied and were used in this research to 
investigate the electrical properties and the formation of the interface layer. It 
is important for the cathode display market, especially the new generation of 
oxide cathodes, to view the effect of the interface layer activator agents 
distribution on the electron conduction.
3.2 Cathode assembly
The basic structure of the usual indirectly-heated oxide cathode is shown 
schematically in Figure 3.1; the cathode comprises the following components: 
the emitter layer, Nickel cermets cap, Nickel sleeve and the Alumina heater, 
some of which are described below.
• Emitter layer
The typical production-type oxide cathode is a coating of barium and 
strontium oxides on a base metal such as nickel. The oxide layer is formed by 
first coating a nickel can or disc with a mixture of barium and strontium 
carbonates, suspended in a binder material. The mixture is approximately 
60% barium carbonate and 40% strontium carbonate. During vacuum
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N i chrome 
Tube Oxide layer
Bush Nickel Cap
Glass Ceramic
Pin Suspension Heater with insulating coating 
Bands (1050°C)
Figure 3.1: Cathode photograph and schematic diagram showing the
cross-section o f the “oxide cathode plus” assembly [Barratt and
Gartner 2003].
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processing of the tubes, they are baked at high temperature. The binder is 
burnt away, and the carbonates are subsequently reduced to oxides and then 
the cathodes are now "activated" and will emit electrons.
• Nickel alloy cap and Nickel sleeve
Usually the sleeve and cap are made of a base metal such as Ni which 
contains a small amount of impurities such as Mg, and Al. Other less common 
base metals include e.g.; Ni-W alloys; Ni-W-Zr alloys, Ni-W-Mg alloys, and Ni- 
Zr alloys (depend on the oxide cathode generation). In these alloys, the 
concentration of W and Zr, is much higher than that of Mg and Si in the Ni 
base. In the case of base metals whose resistivity is relatively high, such as 
Ni-W or Ni-W-Zr, coating a strip of base metal with the oxides and passing 
heater current directly through the strip can make a directly heated cathode 
[Gartner, 1999].
3.3. Industrial preparation techniques of cathode devices
• Preparation of the emitter layer composite
The composite contains carbonates and oxide additions in a suspension fluid 
(Nitro-cellulose and ethyl alcohol amyl or butyl- acetate). The mixture is 
ground in a ball mill for about 20 hours.
• Preparation of the films
The cathode oxide layer is deposited using the spray technique [Al-Ajili et al, 
2001][Hodgson et al, 1999]. The type of nozzle of the spray gun, the air
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pressure, the distance between the cathode and the gun and the humidity in 
the spray chamber are very important parameters that determine the quality of 
the resulting coating.
• Removing the nitro-cellulose binder
Coated cathodes are baked in air at 675 K  in order to remove the binder. It 
should be noted that treatment in the temperature range of 
440 K  < T <615K  is not sufficient to remove the binder and reduces the 
mechanical strength of the layer.
• Removing the oxide film
To remove any oxide film formed during the treatment on the Ni base, a 
second annealing at 775-825K  in Hydrogen is required.
After this treatment the colour of the cathode should be changed from grey 
via a patchy blackish grey to pure white.
3.4. Cathode Activation
• Conversion
The conversion of the carbonates is performed by heating the cathode for a 
few minutes at temperatures in the range of 1000-1200K  and pressures
varied from 10~3 mbar at the beginning of the conversion process to
10~6 mbar after it is completed.
• Activation
After completion of the conversion, activation can be achieved by raising 
both the cathode temperature (up to 1200 —1400AT) and pressure (down to
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3xl0"6 mbar) for a few minutes, depending on type of the oxide and metal 
base.
• Stabilization
To stabilize the emission, the temperature should be reduced subsequently 
to the operating range of 1040-1100^ .
3.5 Chemical reaction mechanisms during the cathode operation 
lifetime
Some of the probable reactions happening inside the cathode depend on 
the oxide layer compositions and the activators in the Nickel cap, marked 
as reduction process [Gartner, 1999]:
2BaO + \/2Si —» Ba +1/2 Ba2SiO 
BaO Mg —» MgO + Ba 
4/3 BaO + 1/3 W-> 1/3 BaW04 + Ba 
1/2 Sc20 3 + 3/2 Mg -> Sc+3/2 MgO
1/2 Ba2 +S i04 +4 /3Sc -+ Ba+1/2 S i+2/3 Sc20 3 
2iSrO+l/3 W —>1/3 Sr3 W06 +Sr 
4/3 SrO +1/3 W -+ 1/3 SrW04 + Sr 
2CaO +1/3 W -> 1/3 Ca3 W06+Ca 
4/3 CaO+1/3 W ->  1/3 CaW04 +Ca
The general reactions between the oxide dopant M aOb and the reducing 
agent Mg
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M aOb + bM g  >aM+bMgO
M a0b + (b -  a)MgO >aMo+(b-a)MgO
For oxide cathode plus, the only reactions that can take place are:
3 BaO + 2Al —y A l20 2 + 3Ba
BaO + Mg —> MgO + Ba
ABaO + Mg + 2A l-y  MgAl20 4 + ABa
3.6 Accelerated life by increased operating temperature
Electrical conductivity and the critical dc density is determined by the density 
of the shallow mobile donors nD, which is proportional to the concentration of 
element Ba [Gartner et al, 2002]. The generation of free Ba is accomplished 
by reduction reaction of BaO with activators like Al, Mg, W, diffusing from the 
cathode Ni base to the interface. Since Ba generation (and loss) increases 
with operating temperature, cathode life will be shortened. Hence instead of 
running the cathodes in the UHV chamber at usual operating temperature of 
1050/C (true temperature), accelerated life tests are carried out at 1150K  
(true temperature), which usually will reduce life from 20000hrs to about 
2000hrs , which is responsible testing time.
By comparing experimental results of accelerated life-test at elevated 
temperature with theoretical model estimations, life predictions for lower and 
for operating temperature can be derived. The theoretical model is based on 
the temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficients of the activators in 
cathode Ni [Petersen et al, 1957 and Allison et al, 1959]. From the pre­
exponential factors and diffusion activation energies, the temperature
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dependence of the diffusion coefficients was calculated and is depicted in 
Figure 3.2. Essentially it can be seen, that the increase of diffusion 
coefficients is comparable for different activators for a temperature increase of 
about 100 £ ,  which can be seen from the list of the ratio in table 3.1.
1x10 -*
1x10
(ft •  D(Zr) 
D(Mg)
—O— D(AI) 
D(Si) 
D(Ti)
 D(Mn)
D(Mo)
♦  D(W)
1x10CMEo
Q 1x10
950 1250 1300
T{K)
Figure 3.2: Temperature dependence of diffusion coefficients In oxide 
cathode [Peterson et a!, 1957 and Allison et al, 1959]
Table 3.1: List of the ratios of the diffusion coefficients D (l 050 K ) to 
£>(l 143 K.) for the most important activators.
Activators 2r Mg Ai Si Ti Mn Mo w
D(1050AT)[10i4 cm2 /s i 300 71.5 8.74 21.6 14..0 7.9 1.34 0 .112
K ) i  D ( l  143 K ) 0.154 0.11 0.032 0.092 0.031 0.073 0.058 0.05
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This would correspond to a cathode life reduction when increasing the 
temperature from 10507^ to 1150Ktrue, to a range betweenl5% and 5% for
all activators of table 3.1, or between 11% to 5% for Mg, Al, W as activators. 
The average lifetime of Ba/Sr oxide cathodes with these activators at 
\ \5 0 K true is about 1600/zrs compared to >20000/zrs in UHV at standard 
operating temperature [Gartner et al, 2002].
3.7 Experimental technique and the measurement method
Two experimental techniques were used to activate and operate the cathodes 
due to the objectives of the investigation and the time of the treatment, and 
are detailed below.
3.7.1 Cathode to cathode in a vacuum chamber
The cathodes (shown in Figure 3.1) were mounted, face to face in pairs in a 
specially designed holder and test assembly, as shown in Figure 3.3. The test 
assembly allowed the oxide surfaces of the two cathodes to be positioned 
using a commercial UHV linear drive micrometer to give physical contact 
between them, to enable direct measurements of conductivity to be made. 
The pressure between the specimens was controlled by stainless steel 
springs to overcome the expansion from the suspension bands created during 
the heat treatment. The cathode heater filaments were connected in parallel 
with an external DC power supply (HP 6034A) to allow the cathodes to be 
heated in situ during the measurements, with the temperature being 
determined from a series of prior calibration measurements of heater filament
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cathodes face to face
Disc cathode 
holders
(b)
Figure 3.3: (a) The specially designed holder for electrical 
measurements (b) UHV linear drive micrometer.
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voltage versus temperature carried out using a thin wire thermocouple placed 
in contact with the cathode sleeve. The bright temperature measurement was 
confirmed using an optical pyrometer. This arrangement was undertaken 
following the procedure due to Loosjes and Vink [1949].
The assembly was mounted inside a glass chamber which was evacuated to 
about 3x10 ~7 mbar, as shown in Figure 3.4. This pressure was maintained 
during all measurements. Using the integral heater filaments, the cathodes 
were activated and operated at different temperatures and for different periods 
of time. DC and AC electrical measurements at various temperatures in the 
range 300K  to 1425 K  were performed perpendicular to the oxide layer via 
connections made to the nickel cathode substrates to a programmable 
Keithley 6517A electrometer and HP-4284 precision LRC electrometer. The 
circuit diagram is shown in Figure 3.5. The measurements were made 
immediately after activation stab of the cathodes [Al-Ajili et al, 2000].
All the cathodes were converted and activated according to the steps of the 
LG Philips activation procedure, as shown in table 3.2 (X was changed from 
1-12 hrs and Z was varied in the range 1125 -1425 K ).
To reduce the real lifetime of the oxide cathode by a factor of 10, the cathode 
was operated using the L.G.Philips procedure called “acceleration lifetime 
test”. To achieve this acceleration, the normal operation temperature, 1025 AT, 
was increased to (1085-1125) AT [Gartner, 1999].
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Figure 3.4: (a) s he special cathode holder in a vacuum chamber, (b) I he 
vacuum system and measurement set up.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram of DC and AC measurements circuit.
Table 3.2: UHV activation and ageing scheme [LG Philips]
Duration:
Heater current 
LG / Philips:
Heater voltage 
(Philips):
Temperature
(Ni-Br.)
Diode voltage:
Preheating and conversion:
2 min 78 m A/ 70 mA 3.0V ca. 725 K 0
2 min 91 mA / 83 mA 4.0 V ca. 775 K 0
3 min 114/103 mA 6.0 V ca. 1000 K 0
Activation:
3 min 128/115 mA 7.3 V 1075 K 0
X- min iM8/133mA 19.5 V Z 0
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The first set of the electrical measurements comprised conductivity 
measurements carried out on a Ni 5% powder cermet oxide cathode activated 
to Z = 1200 K  for X - l  hr and accelerated up to 600 hrs in order to investigate 
the on-going thermal changes under acceleration conditions on the 
characteristics of the coating material.
The second set of electrical measurements comprised conductivity 
measurements carried out on a Ni 2.5% powder cermet oxide cathode (which 
is oxide cathode plus) activated for different temperatures; Z =1125 K, 1200K  
and 1425K  and a time period of X  =1-12  hrs, in which the changes in the 
electrical properties were determined as a function of activation time. These 
experiments aimed to identify the effect of the activation process on the 
conductivity of oxide cathode.
3.7.2 Spectroscopy analysis
The characterisation of the activated cathode surfaces was performed using a 
Philips SEM XL40 equipped with a tungsten filament. The scanning beam 
voltage was fixed at 20K V . The best lateral resolution obtained for cathode 
investigations was about lOOwm. An EDX (energy dispersion x-ray 
spectroscopy) also from Philips is mounted on the SEM XL40 and is used for 
determination of elemental constituents of the cathode surfaces at the same 
beam voltage. The detector resolution of X-ray energy is of the order of 
\3SeV .
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3.7.3 Coated-non coated cathode assembly in an evacuated dummy tube
In the present work, the formation of the interface layer associated with the 
diffusion of reducing elements (Mg, Al and W) to the Ni cap surface of the 
oxide cathode and the effect of the diffusion of these elements on the 
conductivity of oxide cathode were studied by a new method. This method 
used one pair of oxide cathodes plus in every dummy tube. One of these 
cathodes is a oxide coated cathode and the other is an uncoated oxide 
cathode. The test assembly of two aluminum cathode holder discs allowed the 
oxide surface and Ni cap surface of the two cathodes to be positioned to give 
a physical contact between them. Figure 3.6, shows the design of the 
aluminum cathode holder disc. The holder assembly was connected to the 
dummy tube base (Figure 3.7b) using steel wires which was also used to 
improve the alignment of the holder assembly with the dummy base, which is 
shown in Figure 3.7a. This alignment is very important in the next stage of the 
automatic sealing process. The entire assembly, as shown in Figure 3.8, was 
mounted inside a dummy tube and then both the dummy and the base were 
sealed automatically in a special design machine belong to the L.G. Philips 
industrial workshop.
The dummy tube was evacuated prior to and during the decomposition and 
activation process to about 10'6 mbar. The decomposition process was 
achieved by backing the whole set of dummy tubes to about 725- 775K .  
However, the activation was achieved by employing a D.C. voltage on the 
uncoated cathode filament to elevate the cathode temperature to about 
1 2 0 0 .  After the decomposition and activation process was finished, the neck 
of the dummy tube was sealed off under this condition.
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Figure 3.6: Cathode disc holder.
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Figure 3.7: Pyrex glass dummy tube (a) the cylinder part (b) the neck,
vacuum tube part.
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The dummies were then ready to be operated for the lifetime test. The 
filament temperature of the uncoated cathode was elevated to the 
accelerating temperature 1085 AT for lifetime measurements using a control 
board set to 999min on and one minute off.
The equipments used for this study were L.G.Philips industrial machines in 
Blackburn.
After oxide cathode plus decomposition and activation, Al and Mg doping 
takes place during heating to 1085 AT through an acceleration life test.
Number of dummy tubes was left to be operated for different lifetime and then 
was electrically tested to get the I /V  characteristics of the cathode assembly. 
When the I /V  measurements were checked finally, the dummy tube was 
brake down to remove the cathodes from inside the dummies and were sent 
to SEM and EDX test.
Figure 3.9 shows the circuit diagram for the electrical measurements.
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Figure 3.8: A set o f two cathodes assembled face to face in a dummy
tube ready for electrical measurement.
V/ S V
Nickel cap
Oxide coating
PC
DC
Power
Supply
Current
Electrometer
Filament
Dummy tube
Figure 3.9: Schematic diagram of test and measurement circuit.
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CHAPTER
Accelerated lifetime test
4.1 Introduction:
One approach to enhance the emission current density is to reduce the 
cathode coating resistivity by dopant elements of group III, IV or V (e.g. Y2 0 3 , 
Zr0 2 ,V2 0 5 ), which leads to a decrease in the surface work function. Provision 
of a low work function is generally considered the mechanism responsible to 
create a high current density to change the equilibrium rates of Ba formation 
and deposition [Hayashida et al, 1999 and Gartner et al, 1997].
The most recent approaches to improving the performance of the oxide 
cathodes has been the incorporation of conductive metallic phases; this has 
been studied by a number of workers [Uda et al, 1999, Hodgson et al, 1999, 
Gartner, 1992 and Narita, 1995]. Another approach to determine the electrical 
conductivity of the oxide layer directly is to use a close- space planar diode 
configured in an UHV chamber, to gather thermionic emission data [Gartner et 
al, 2002].
The aim of this chapter is to study the effect of metallic conduction on the 
conductivity of BaO/SrO through the lifetime of the oxide cathode. There are 
two possible metallic conductions percolated through the oxide material; these 
are the adsorbed Ba layers and the additional Ni powder.
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For this study, a novel type of BaO/SrO oxide cathode was chosen. The 
cathodes were supplied by LG.Philips Displays and comprised a top layer of 
N i5% (by weight) powder cermet with a surface area of 0.0165cm2 and a 
layer thickness of approximately 65 (± 1 0 )jum deposited onto a Nickel alloy cap 
[AL-Ajili et al, 2000]. This Ni cap contains low levels of Mg (0.125%) and Al 
(0.1%) as activators.
4.2 Experimental measurements
In this section we describe the D.C. and A.C. characteristics including the 
electron activation energy and the confirmation of the electron conduction 
mechanism.
The electron activation energy was monitored over the first several hundreds 
hours of cathode operation lifetime.
In particular we were concerned with the influence of the oxide reduction 
process and the performance of the Ba coverage layer on the current density 
and the conduction mechanism behaviour.
The cathode decomposed and activated under these conditions as explained 
in section 3.6.1 (enough compressing pressure between the two attached 
cathodes and a very high temperature) and then accelerated through the 
heating temperature 1125K  is most likely to be an "S" type cathode. The 
oxide particles considered to sinter have a small distance in the grain-to-grain 
boundaries as shown in Figure 4.1. These cathodes were prepared by using
barium-strontium carbonate which is thought to be sintering less than barium 
carbonate cathode [Narita, 1953].
The current density measurements were performed at various temperatures in 
the range 3 0 0 - 1 2 0 0 at 100hr  intervals up to a total of 600hr.  Baseline 
measurements were made immediately after activation of the cathodes.
Pore
Figure 4.1: SEM image of the top surface of activated “ S" type cathode.
4.4.1 DC measurements during the accelerated liftime
The D.C. current-temperature dependence for the (Ba/Sr) oxide immediately 
after activation (Ohourrun), in the form of log <x versus 1 I T  is shown in Figure 
4.2. From these plots it is possible to determine two activation energies for
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this material. “S” type oxide cathodes show energy levels of 1.49eV and
3.8eV respectively, marked by Eal,Ea2 and Ea3 in Figure 4.2, which are very
close to the first donor and the energy gap of BaO [Nergaard, 1952]. The 
basic structure of "S" type oxide cathode is midway between a pores oxide 
material and bulk BaO. This makes the evaluation of the activation energy 
close to, a BaO crystal. The small shift from the BaO band (shown in Figure 
3.1) structure may be as a result of distortion of the BaO structure by the other 
(mixed) oxides and also because of the metallic phase addition (Ni powder).
In the case of the metallic addition phase, it was assumed that the composite 
cathode coating could be modelled as two parallel conduction paths, one 
component being the continuous metallic pathway and the other a 
semiconductor oxide.
The metallic component is formed above the percolation threshold and 
comprises the dominant conduction mechanism. The semiconductor 
component is thought to make an appreciable contribution at elevated 
temperatures [Yamamoto, 1997].
A similar temperature dependent conductivity measurement was performed 
on samples that had been maintained at llOOAT for a period of 100 hours after 
activation. Lower activation energies in the range Ea2 = 0.87-1.05eF were
observed (Figure 4.2b) that may be associated with the formation of a Ba 
monolayer structure as a result of BaO reacting with Al and Mg and the 
interference of these activators in the oxide layer as described by the 
Dearnaley theory of the oxygen vacancy [Dearnaley, 1967].
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Figure 4.2: The conductivity-temperature dependence after activated the 
oxide cathode to 1200^, (a) at 0h r  accelerated lifetime, (b) after 100 hrs  
accelerated lifetime, (c) after 200hrs accelerated lifetime, (d) after 30Qhr 
accelerated lifetime.
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The addition of the Ni powder is significant both in terms of mechanical 
integrity and the provision of electrical connection between the two 
components. The addition of Ni powder plays a dominant role in contributing 
electron energy levels, when the temperature is below the normal thermionic 
emission temperature (Te) Eal «0.32-0.04eF.
The variation in conduction properties of the BrO/SrO coating was monitored 
every hundred hours and the results are given in Table (4.1). At temperatures 
above Te (r>700ii:), the first or second BaO donor levels appear to be the 
dominant conduction process over the major part of the measured 
temperature range (700—1100)AT. The domination of one donor level or 
another may be explained in terms of a structural re-arrangement and to a 
possible reduction in the number of continuous electrical pathways, due to Ni 
coarsening [AL-Ajili, 2001].
During the cathode operation time, up to 400hrs after activation, the current 
density within the emission temperature range as mentioned 
above (700-1100)K , is dominated by one of the donor levels given in Table 
(4.1). The production of free Ba atoms by reduction of the BaO is thought to 
be a continuous process, due to a cyclic oxidation-reduction reaction [Aida et 
al, 1982 and Gartner et al, 1999]. This enables the formation and 
disappearance of the donor levels during the accelerated operation time.
The threshold temperature for enhancement of the electronic current is thus 
found to depend on the dominant activation energy and on the performance of 
Ba metallic pathways (mono or multi layer) [Gartner et al, 2002].
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Table 4.1: The activation energy of 5% Ni cermet oxide cathode
Acceleration 
Lifetime hr
Activation 
Energy Eal(eV)
Activation 
Energy Ea2(eV)
Activation 
Energy EaZ (eV)
Te{K)
Temperature
0 0.32 1.49 3.8 434
100 0.06 0.87, 1.05 3.67 500
200 0.088 2.38 724
300 0.057 1.61 632
400 0.048 0.26 3.27 910
500 0.039 1.23 0.43 910
600 0.056 0.15 0.15 910
After 500hrs of continuous operation, the conduction behaviour is found to 
change dramatically. The conductivity becomes dominated by the high pore 
density that has a very limited effect on the conduction properties of the oxide 
cathode immediately after its activation. An explanation for these changes can 
be found in the micro-structural changes occurring due to the Ba multi-atomic 
layer which covers the oxide grains and increased the conduction electrons 
probability through the pathways as shown in Figure 2-20 [Chin, 1974]. It is 
believed that the cathode heat acceleration continuously excites more 
activators to reduce the oxide components.
Over the first several hundred hours of operation, the interface layer grows in 
the regions of contact between the oxide and the cap. It has been shown that 
after activation of the cathode, the Mg and Al activators diffuse along the cap 
Ni grain boundaries and distribute over the surface as MgAI20 4, y-AI20 3 and 
MgO at the grain boundaries [Porat et al., 2000 and Roquais et al., 2002].
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The measurement method as explained above was to contact the two 
cathodes face to face to create a semi-closed system. The Ba lost by this 
system is much less than the open system (a single standard cathode in a 
dummy tube or in a close-spaced planar diode configuration in a UHV 
chamber) and contaminated inside the pores and between the grains. Ba 
atoms coverage the grains surface as an adsorbed mono layer in some where 
and as a multi-layer on other place is responsible on the decreasing and 
increasing in activation energy through the operation time. After 400 hrs there 
are many multi-atomic layers covering the surfaces. The conduction through 
this layer is dominant. The result is enhancement in the current density above 
the threshold temperature and a lower conduction mechanism lower than Te, 
as shown in Figure 4.2 and table 4.1.
It can be seen from Figure 4.3 that the conduction mechanism changes from 
one being mainly due to thermionic emission to a mechanism involving 
electron conduction influenced by high space charge on the grain surface. 
This may explain the increased value of the oxide activation energy Ea2.
On the other hand, the threshold temperature (Te) of operation is generally 
found to increase with each subsequent 100hr measurement interval, as 
shown in Figure 4.4. The increasing Ba coverage layers enhance the 
probability for space charge conduction, which makes (Te) increase with the 
operation time [Chin, 1974].
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The value of a  (equation 2.4) result at zero run hours is -0.0002. The 
calculated value of a  after operation of the cathode for lOQhrs is determined 
as approximately 0.02, which is must be due to the metallic behaviour.
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Figure 4.3: The output to the input ratio of the oxide cathode through
operation lifetime.
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Figure 4.4: Variation of threshold temperature with cathode operating
time.
4.4.2 A.C. measurement after accelerated lifetime
The dielectric properties were investigated in terms of frequency depended 
measurements of AC conductance G at temperatures ranging from 
(300-1200)/C. As shown in Figure 4.5, the AC conductance is dependent 
upon temperature with two different activation energies for the temperature 
ranges T < 870K and T > 870/C. At the temperature T > 870/C, the 
conductivity becomes independent of frequency. For the temperature range 
870 > T >61QK, the temperature dependence of the conductivity becomes 
weaker as the frequency is increased and the conductivity is virtually 
independent of temperature at 1 MHz [Al-Ajili, 2002].
At low temperatures, in the range of room temperature, the conductivity is 
frequency dependent. As we can observe from Figure 4.5, the conductivity
i  ¥ .........■
/
T ----------1----------1----------1----------1----------1----------1----------1----------1----------1----------1----------1----------j —
0 100 200 300 400 500 600
Operation Time (hours)
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increases by 4 to 5 orders of magnitude. This behaviour related to the case of 
& dc (T) which was described in Figure (4.2b), when the sample had operated
for 100 hours. The large increase in the AC conductivity with frequency at 
room temperature may due to some kind of conduction mechanism which is 
most likely to be the hopping mechanism.
When the conductivity is measured with an AC technique of frequency 
G>=27rv, the characteristics of a great variety of materials with diverse 
chemical compositions, either crystalline or amorphous, can be written as 
[Jonscher, 1983 and Ortiz-Lopez, 2003]:
a ( c o , T ) = a D C ( T ) + a ( T ) o ) s (4.3)
Where <joc (T) is the direct current (or the static, co = 0) conductivity, a(T) is
the factor that depends on temperature but not on co, and s is an exponent in 
the range 0.6<s> l.
Equation (4.3) predicts that if (at a certain temperature) crDC is much less than 
the second term, then <j (co,T) cccos , so that a log- log plot of cr against co 
describes a straight line with slope 5.
On the other hand, if uDC becomes larger than the second term (by increasing 
temperature, for example), then cr(co,T)cccrDC (T), in which case the AC 
technique renders a measurement of <j dc, and a plot of a  against co in log- 
log scale should give a horizontal straight line.
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Figure 4.5: Conductance as a function of temperature at different 
frequencies for the 100 hours run.
When plotting in Figure 4.6 , the data of a  against v -m / lT T  on a log log scale 
for this sample, clearly observe a linear behaviour implying a negligible 
contribution of crix . according to Eq. (4.3).
The best fit to the data gives 5= 0.7-0.9 for the temperature range 
(300 -500)K ,  Such behaviour appears to indicate that hopping is the 
predominant conduction process via the traps of nickel additional powder and 
the Ba adsorbance layers [Dakhei, 2004 and Ondo-Ndong et al, 2003].
From careful examination of this figure we can deduce that a  ^  <10~9 ( Q .c m Y , 
because crl)(. should be close to the value of rr measured at the lowest 
frequency (20H z ). In this case a lx: value matches very well with the 
conductivity value of the DC measurement as shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.8: Log-Log plots o f conductivity <j (u , T ) against frequency u ,  
fo r the temperature range 300-670 K
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Chapter 5)
Formation of an interface layer in thermionic oxide cathodes
5.1 Introduction
The efficient operation of the cathode depends upon the activation of the 
emissive oxide layer of the cathode. This involves the reaction of the 
converted alkaline earth oxides of the emissive layer with activator elements 
present in the Ni cap substrate. The activation proceeds over a period of 
hours, the activators (in this study, trace levels of W, Mg and Al) initially 
dispersed through the Ni grains diffusing along the Ni grain boundaries and 
then reacting with the BaO to form an oxide layer containing mostly activator 
oxides. This leads to the formation of a high activation surface field [Poret et 
al, 2000, Saito et al, 1990 and Ohira et al, 1999]. As the activation continues, 
the reaction continues to grow by further reduction of BaO to form metal 
oxides such MgAI2 0 4 , y-AkCband MgO [Roquais et al, 2002].
This chapter describes the results of activation dependent changes in the 
surface morphology and the composition of cermet oxide cathodes. Similar 
studies were also performed on the nickel cap surface. Results of these 
studies were then used to obtain a physical understanding of the formation of 
interfacial layer and its influence on the effective conductivity of activated 
cathodes.
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5.2 The activation of the cathode at the optimized temperature
For this study a novel type of BaO/SrO oxide cathode plus was chosen. The 
cathodes were supplied by LG.Philips Displays and comprised of a top layer 
of a Ni2.5% (by weight) powder. The measurement method is same as 
described in section 3.7.1.
Due to the LG Philips activation procedure and the consequent processing 
steps, all the cathodes were converted and activated as shown in table 3.1. 
Using the integral heater filaments, the cathodes were activated at 1200K  
(Standard activation temperature) for different periods of time between one 
hour and twelve hours [Aida, 1982]. The measurements were made 
immediately after activation of the cathodes.
The activation of an oxide cathode is essentially a two-stage process as we 
mentioned in chapter two, involving firstly the thermal decomposition of the 
barium-strontium carbonate precursor to respective oxides according to the 
following equations:
BaSr(C O s)2 ► BaSr02 + 2 CO2
BaC0 3  ► BaO + CO2
SrC0 3  ------ ► Sr0+C02
(5.1)
In the second stage (which is the focus of this study), the Ba0/BaSr02 reacts 
further with the so-called activators in the Ni cap material (elements such as 
W, Mg and Al). This reaction is highly dependant upon the nature and
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percentage of the impurities in the Ni cap and their relative reaction capability. 
The probable reactions that can take at the place interface are [Gartner, 
1999]:
2SrO+1/3W ► 1/3Sr3W 06+Sr A
4/3SrO+1/3W-----► 1/3SrW04+Sr
3BaO+W  ► W 03+Ba
4/3BaO+1/3W___ ► 1/3BaW04+Ba > (5.2)
3BaO+2AI  ^ 3 Ba+Al2 0 3
BaO+Mg --------- ► Ba+MgO
4BaO+Mg+2AI ► 4 Ba+MgAI2 0 4  j
The concentration of W 0 3 , AI2O3, MgO and MgAI2 0 4  in the interface region 
between the cap surface and the emissive layer will increase with increasing 
activation time [Roquais et al, 2002]. Most likely the first four chemical 
reduction processes (see Equations (5.2) took place after a few hours of 
activation.
5.3 Experimental analysis for the optimized temperature
5.3.1 Morphological and elemental analysis
These studies were undertaken to follow the evolution of the various oxides 
during the activation process which subsequently influence the total 
resistance of the oxide cathode. Figure 5.1 presents three electron 
micrographs, the first two of which show the grain structure on the top layer of 
the oxide material. The first diagram was obtained after the activation of one
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hour while the second sample was activated after twelve hours. The 12hrs 
activation at this temperature is considered to be equivalent to a cathode 
operation for more than one hundred hours at the operation temperature of 
1050A: [Gartner, 2003]. These cathodes became more sintered with the rise in 
activation time and the sintered oxide particles were found to have small 
grain-to-grain boundary distances. This observation agrees well with earlier 
work on oxide cathodes [Narita, 1953 and Jenkins, 2003]. As it became more 
sintered, the grain size has increased from approximately 6jum to 10/urn after 
twelve hours of activation. It is also apparent that the porosity decreased with 
the increasing activation time. The contact area between the oxide layer and 
the Ni cap was about 20% for an inactivated cathode. Also when the two 
cathodes were separated after activation, some oxide layer was found to be 
peeled off from the cap, leaving the interfacial layer intact. These factors 
offered access for spot analysis of the Ni cap.
The SEM image of the Ni cap surface in the interface area gives a qualitative 
indication of the interface oxide layer thickness, as shown in Figure 5.1c. 
Figure 5.2 shows the EDX based compositional analysis of the top surface of 
the oxide layer. An abrupt increase in the count is observed to have occurred 
after 3hrs of activation.
The top surface of the oxide layer became Ba-rich possibly due to the 
presence of free Ba. The observation of Ba content higher than that of Sr may 
be attributed to probable loss of Ba from the cathode surface.
As shown in Figure 5.3, the EDX elementary mapping analysis of the interface 
layer on the Ni cap shows that tungsten was the first element to diffuse
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Figure 5.1: Two scanning electron micrographs of the top surface of 
oxide cathode activated to (a) one hour and (b) twelve hours, 
(c) Scanning electron micrograph of the Ni cap surface after 
twelve hours activation.
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Figure 5.2: Results of X-ray elementary analysis for Ba-La (A solid 
line) and Sr-La (■ broken line) as a function of the activation
time.
through the Ni boundary grains to the Ni surface, forming one of the tungsten 
oxide compositions as shown in Equations (5.2).
The thickness of tungsten oxide layer is expected to increase with increasing 
activation time. The activation for a longer period promoted the diffusion of 
additional activator elements to the cap surface. The presence of Al in the 
oxide form (e.g. AI2 O3 ) was observed in an appreciable quantity after 3hrs of 
activation [Pore et al, 2000 and Roquais et al, 2002].
Magnesium in oxide (e.g. MgO) form was found in small proportions only after 
a long time of activation for about 1 2  hrs at 1 2 0 0  AT and these particles are 
believed to be distributed on the surface of the cap concentrated in the Ni 
grain boundaries. Mg may also be present in the MgA^CU form according to
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Figure 5.3: SEM images of the Ni cap surface for (a) W-Ka after one
hour activation, (b) Al- Ka after three hours activation and (c) 
Mg-Ka in oxide forms after twelve hours activation.
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Roquais [2002]. Further analysis of X-ray data was performed to determine 
the ratios of W and Al which diffuse through the Ni cap surface.
Figure 5.4 illustrates the variation of the percentage proportion of tungsten 
oxide and aluminium oxide as a function of activation time of the oxide 
cathode. It is shown that during the first three hours (region marked I) the 
aluminium oxide diffuses to the surface on top of the tungsten oxide, 
indicating that the growth of the aluminium oxide dominates over tungsten 
oxide as shown in region marked II. This observation was limited to the 
penetration depth of X-ray beam; in practice W impurities in the Ni cap may be 
of higher proportion than detected. Figure 5.5 describes the results of X-ray 
studies on the identification of the Ni content in the oxide coating.
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—• — Al-Ka100 -
80-
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Figure 5.4: Diffusion of Al-Ka (• solid line) and W-La (o broken line) on
the cap surface versus the activation time.
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Figure 5.5: EDAX studies for distribution of the Ni powder addition
(2.5%) in the top surface of the oxide coating
It became apparent that the Ni disappeared gradually with longer activation 
from the top oxide surface. EDX analysis for the oxide top layer shows some 
appearance of Al element distributed on the grain surface. This could be 
evidence for the Dearnaley theory of the oxygen filament which is percolated 
and influences the oxide grain structure through the activation of the cathode. 
These oxygen filaments correlate with the high reduction reaction of the 
aluminium which may encourage the A! to move to the surface. The 
percolation of the aluminium oxide through the Ba/SrO structure will change 
the system resistivity to join the activators oxide resistance. The conductivity 
of the oxide cathode depends on the kind and the value of this resistance. 
Figure 5.6 shows the 3EM image of the top surface of the oxide coating 
activated for 3hrs and the Ai elementary mapping on the same location. The
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image indicates that the Al distributed on the oxide coating grain surfaces 
more than pore areas. These surfaces are oxygen-rich or the existing of the 
oxygen vacancies is high.
(b)
Figure 5.6: SEM images of the oxide layer (a) SEM image for the top of 
the oxide coating cathode activated for three hours (b) Al- Ka mapping
in the same location.
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5.3.2 D.C. Electrical characterisation
Figure 5.7 shows a typical Arrhenius plot in terms of the variation of effective 
conductivity <y with temperature T for the cathode assemblies activated for 
twelve hours. It appears that a transition in behaviour occurred at a 
temperature of 500i£.
For the temperature regime r <  500/i:, conduction is almost independent of 
temperature while a steep rise in conductivity was observed for temperatures 
above 500K .  Two parallel processes are found to be responsible for the 
conduction for the 1 2  hour long activated cathode assembly according to the 
relation 2.12 [Loosjes and Vink, 1949]:
A value for Eal is estimated to be l lmeV  for the temperature independent
regime a tr< 500^:. This energy Eal is believed to represent the average
intergranular potential barrier and the principal conduction mechanism is 
identified as electron tunnelling through the barrier between the grains. The 
high temperature conduction through this polycrystalline cermet layer is 
related to the trapping and detrapping mechanisms at the grain boundaries. A 
value of Ea2 =0.9eV is estimated for the high temperature regime of
T > 500K . This is regarded as being the average depth of trap levels relative 
to the conduction band edge. In this case, the cathode may be considered as 
a /?-type (section 2.18).
The concentration Ne of the excess barium is found to be in order of 1020 m"3 
from the Fowler's Equation 2.31 [Narita, 1953]. Using jue=\000cm2/v.s and
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e =1.6x10 19 C for the mobility and charge, respectively of the conduction 
electron.
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Figure 5.7: Dependence of conductivity on temperature for the cathode 
assemblies activated for one hour ( ■ broken line), four hours 
( O dot line) and twelve hours (• solid line).
The effective mass m was taken to be equal to the rest mass of electrons for 
this calculation.
For the sake of comparison, the second Arrhenius plot was included in Figure 
5.8 for the cathode assemblies activated for one hour. Two mechanisms are 
found to have existed but the transition from one process to another is 
gradual. A value of l.46eV was obtained for Ea2 for the temperature between 
400/C and 600/C and this value is close to the energy band gap of BaO 
[Nergaard, 1952]. For the temperature regimeT<  500/C, the one hour long 
activated cathode assembly exhibited much smaller conduction than one
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activated for twelve hours. On the other hand, the conductivity was found to 
be large within the temperature regime of T > 500K  for the cathode activated 
for one hour than that for twelve hours. This low temperature behaviour of 
differently activated cathode may be attributed to the presence of a high 
density of grains having large sizes. The formation of free Ba monolayer after 
twelve hours of activation is also believed to cover the grain surface reducing 
the work function of the surface [Chin et al, 1974]. Cathodes activated for one 
hour are more porous than these activated for twelve hours and the 
contribution of pores becomes significant at high temperatures [Loosjes and 
Vink, 1949]. Electron mean free paths are comparable to the pore sizes, 
giving an enhanced to the conductivity in the temperature range of T >500K . 
The effect of the interfacial layer growth may be understood by employing the 
two resistors model in which a barrier resistance Rt due to an interface layer
is in series with the resistance^ due to the activated oxide layer (see Figure
5.8). The effective conductivity cr for this two resistor network can be written 
in the form:
o- = (5.3)77cr0 +<7,
Only a small amount of activators are expected to diffuse to the cap surface 
during a one hour long activation, making 77 very small and the conductivity 
of the cathode assembly is primarily due to the oxide layer. It is probable that 
all the chemical reactions listed in Equation (5.3) were not complete.
As illustrated in Figure 5.8, both the oxide and interfacial layers underwent 
compositional formation dependent upon the duration of activation.
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Figure 5.8: Two resistor mode! for formation of the interfacial layer and
activation oxide coating.
Longer activations produced an interfacia! layer which is a heterogeneous 
system consisting primarily of aluminium and tungsten oxides.
The specific resistivity of W 03 increases normally with increasing oxide 
thickness, and also increases by two orders of magnitude (lG1 - 106), when the 
oxygen concentration is increased from 5% to 30% [ Aki et a!, 2003 and Gillet 
et at, 2003|. Also the resistivity of Ai20 3 decreases from (l0!2 -10 
when the temperature is increased from 670= 825/C [Nakai et al, 1997]. This 
seems to have happened at the interface layer of hot cathodes, particularly at 
the operation temperature. Values of 106 Q .cm  and 1012 Q .cm  are reported for
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the resistivity of WO3 and AI2O3 layers at room temperature [Gillet et al., 2003 
and Nakai et al., 1997], respectively and the interface layer thickness is 
expected to be approximately 1 - 2 jam deep [Gartner, 1999]. Using the data
for the aluminium and tungsten counts, the value of cr. is estimated to be 
10"8 -1 0 '9 (Q.cm)-1 and cr0 is therefore found from Equation (5.3) to be 
10~8 (q.cw) ' 1 at room temperature. Similar calculations yield the values of 
10_3(Q.cw)_1 and 10~2(Q.cm)~1 for cr. andcr0, respectively at the operation 
temperature of 1025^.
Further analysis was carried out for a cathode activated for different lengths 
of time and Figure 5.9 shows a tendency of monotonic increase of —
corresponding to the operating temperature of 1050 AT with the rise in 
activation time. It can be seen that the interfacial layer conductivity at 1050K  
becomes appreciable for the cathode assemblies which have been activated 
for relatively small length of time although the contribution from the pore 
conductivity to cr0 may be significant.
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Figure 5.9: Influence of the interfacial layer conductivity as a function
of activation time.
5.4 Optimisation of parameters for activation of oxide cathodes
For the oxide material, the conduction mechanism as noted, primarily 
depends exponentially on temperature due to the Loosjes conductance 
formula. One of the two terms may describe pores conductivity which 
contributes to the total conductivity.
From early studies on the emission characteristics from monatomic layers, 
such as Cs, Th, and Ba on tungsten emitters, it was deduced that any 
damage to the surface film, either by evaporation or by oxidation, destroys the 
emission. Because of the complexity involved in an actual oxide cathode, the 
adsorption of the barium was identified as an essential factor in thermionic 
cathodes [Zalm, 1968]. Since the evaporation of BaO takes place at a much 
faster rate than that of SrO and CaO, the adsorption of barium ions on the
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strontium-calcium oxide is believed to be the activation process in a triple­
oxide cathode.
From the texture and activation of the triple oxides, it is evident that barium 
adsorption can also take place at the interfaces between oxide crystallites 
(pores). The porosity in the oxide coating allows the formation of such an 
adsorbed interface in the same manner as that of the emitting surface. 
Consequently, electron accumulation will occur at this ion-adsorbed interface 
as well as in the emitting area of the oxide crystallites.
Using the integral heater filaments as before, the oxide cathodes plus were 
activated at 1425A: and 1125A: for different periods of time 1-12hrs. DC 
electrical measurements at various temperatures in the range between 300K  
and 1 2 0 0 A: were performed.
5.4.1 Structural and elemental analysis
SEM images in Figure 5.10 show significant changes in the pore density and 
grain size of Ba/SrO oxide layers of activated cathodes, depending upon the 
activation temperature and time. The pore density was found to have 
decreased with the period of activation at 1125AT. The mean grain size of 
BaO/SrO was estimated to be ~3 /urn for cathodes activated for two hours 
and it was found to increase to 5 -  6 /m  when the activation time was 
increased to four hours. This is mainly due to a structural phase 
transformation from the normal oxide type (N-type) to the sintered type (S- 
type).
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Figure 5.10: SEM images for the top surface of oxide cathode after
activation at 1125 AT and 1425 AT for (a) for two hours (b) for four
hours.
The pressing of the two mounted cathodes supported by the high activation 
temperature and high vacuum is thought to change the oxide structure from 
N-type to S-type. This phase transformation will give rise to changes in the 
various properties of the oxide coating including the electron conduction 
mechanism.
Similar changes in the pore density were not observed when the cathode was 
activated at 1425K  for the time periods of 2 -  4 hrs. The grain size however 
decreased from 13nm to 6.5jum with the increase of activation time from 
2 - 4  hrs. This reduction in grain size on activation at higher temperature is 
thought to be due to the rapid evaporation of Ba out of the oxide cathode.
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Results of EDX analysis for the Ba and Sr on the top surface of the oxide 
layer were presented in Figure 5.11. A rise in the Ba counts from 220CPS to 
370CPS was estimated as the activation time was increased from 1 hr to 3 hrs 
at a temperature of 1125K .  An abrupt change was observed in the surface 
content of Ba after an activation time of 4 hrs. The Ba proportion was found to 
have further increased during the cathode activation for periods of time above 
4 hrs . The surface content of Sr was found to have decreased with the 
increase in time of activation at 1125 K  which can be explained in terms of the 
limited penetration depth of the x-ray beam. The observation was also 
possibly masked by the Ba mono or multi-layer covering the grains. When the 
cathode was activated at \425K, the Ba contents showed a monotonic 
decrease during the first five hours of activation. The value of Sr proportion 
has varied in the range between 630-1150CPS. This behaviour indicates that 
the Ba atoms were easily evaporated out of the system at this high activation 
temperature. The decrease in Ba content has in turn influenced the sintering 
properties of the BaO/SrO grains leading to further shrinking in the grain size. 
These two processes were however difficult to control at sintering 
temperatures as high as 1425 K .
Figure 5.12 shows SEM images obtained with an improved resolution for the 
top surface of oxide cathode activated at 1125K  and 1425K  for two hours. 
The Ba contamination on the oxide layer was much higher for activation at 
W25K than 1425K . For oxides activated at W2SK, free Ba was distributed 
over the grains and inside the pores while the high temperature activation 
produced smaller Ba coverage, mostly over the grain surface.
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Figure 5.11: X-ray elementary of the Ba-La (solid line) and Sr-La (broken 
line) as a function of the activation time (a) 1125 #(b ) 1425#.
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Figure 5.12: SEM image for (a) the top surface of oxide cathode activated 
for two hours (b) Ba elementary mapping on the same location.
Figure 5.13 illustrates the variation of the proportion of tungsten oxide and 
aluminium oxide on Ni cap surface as a function of activation time of the oxide 
cathode. During the first three hours (region marked I), Al oxide diffused to the 
surface on top of the tungsten oxide. Although the W activator in the Ni cap is 
of higher proportion than that of Al, the growth of the aluminium oxide 
dominated over tungsten oxide as shown in region marked II in Figure 5.13a.
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Figure 5.13: Diffusion of Ai-Ka and W-La on the cap surface versus the
activation time (ajf i 125 A (b) 1425 A .
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The decrease in the Al agents in region i  on the Ni cap surface indicated that 
the Al particles were able to leave the interface and diffuse through the oxide 
layer. This was further supported by earlier findings, where the Al element 
was found to be distributed on the surface of the oxide layer [Jenkins et al, 
2003].
In general this can be interpreted in terms of activators leaving the Ni cap 
surface, penetrating the oxide material and causing the reduction of BaO 
directly from the oxide grains and thus increasing the density of electrons gas. 
The electron gas density may further increase if there is an increase in the Ba 
adsorption layer on the oxide grain surface which reduces electron emission 
work function of the pores [Chan et al, 1974 and Dearnal, 1969].
When the cathode was activated at 1425K  for two hours, the reduction 
reaction by the Al produced an increase in the Al proportion distributed on the 
Ni cap surface. The increase in the evaporated Ba as well as the low Debye 
temperature for BaO (0d = 525K) produced a high oxygen concentration at 
T > 4 Q d [Dearnal, 1969]. This availability of oxygen encouraged the Al to 
diffuse inside the oxide material, causing the Al proportion to decrease on the 
Ni cap when the cathode was activated for more than two hours.
There were no noticeable changes in the W proportion due to the fact that the 
tungsten oxide diffused inside the oxide material as well.
Figure 5.14 shows SEM images and elementary mapping of a cross-section of 
an oxide cathode activated for one hour. A comparison of the images shows a 
homogeneous distribution of Ba and oxygen in the oxide coating when 
activated at a temperature of 1125 K.  However, when the cathode was 
activated atl425i£, a high Ba contamination was observed on the surface and
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at the interface of the oxide coating. An activation temperature of 1125K  was 
found to be an optimum condition that gave a broad distribution of Al within 
the Ni cap and throughout the oxide coating. Oxide cathodes activated for 
3 hrs at a temperature of 12007s: contained a very small amount of Al on the 
Ni cap surface and on the oxide coating surface. For cathodes activated at the 
temperature of 14257s:, Al was found to be mostly concentrated at the 
interface layer.
The Al oxide penetration ratio inside the oxide material seems to be a pore 
density dependent process. W has formed pathways following the pores and 
grain surfaces. After three hours of high temperature activation the Mg 
appeared to diffuse with a small amount on the Ni cap surface and thus 
participated in the reaction process.
5.4.2 Electrical properties
Figure (5.15a) illustrates the variation in the activation energy of the new type 
cathode (oxide cathode plus) after being activated at 1125K  over different 
time durations. The activation energy for the dc conduction is found to 
increase with the duration of activation for the two observed structures of the 
N- and S-type. A decrease in the activation energy was only evident over the 
period of phase transformation which is shown to occur within the activation 
period between 3 - 4 hrs.
The activation energy (Ea) has been evaluated using the equation 2.12. 
Where efa = E0 is the oxide activation energy and e(j)2 = Ep is the activation
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Figure 5.15: The variation of the activation energy versus the activation 
time, activation temperature (a) 1125 K (b) 1425 K .
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energy due to conduction through pores, which has significant contribution to 
the total conductivity at high temperature T> 800K .
The conduction mechanism and the electron transportation is cathode-type 
dependent. However, approximations have been made in the present 
calculations by considering that the measured current is mainly due to 
conduction by electrons within the oxide grains, with a small (negligible) 
contribution from an electron gas within the pores.
The calculated value of Ea = l.O&eV for cathode activated for one hour
indicates a lowering in the grain boundary energy barrier which may be 
explained in terms of the free Ba accumulation in this location [Chin et al, 
1974]. The value of Ea is increased to 1.8eF when the cathode was activated
for 2 hrs and can be classified as a £-type cathode [Narita, 1953]. This 
increase is correlated to the increase in the proportion of the Ba (as shown in 
Figure 5.11) to be adsorbed on the BaO/SrO grain surface and thus initiate a 
more significant contribution by pores conductivity. As a result, the 
conductivity has increased, as shown in Figure 5.16. The conductivity of a 
cathode activated for 3 hrs shows a small decrease due to the decrease in 
the pore density close to the structural phase transformation region.
The activation energy continued to increase when cathodes were activated 
over longer time durations due to the decrease in pore density, and thus a 
decrease in pores contribution to the conductivity. The higher activation 
energy values can be associated with conduction due to larger oxide grains.
Figure 5.15b shows a monotonic increase in activation energy for cathodes 
activated at the temperature of 1425K .  For the first 2 hrs of activation at such
V - ^ l  I U | . / W V I  v -r
a high temperature Ea is increased in the range Ea =0.58-0.7 eV in which 
can be sort as ^-type cathode (section 2.18). This short duration of activation 
at high temperature is sufficient to cause a high rate of activation and 
reduction and thus a significant barium adsorption layer, as shown in Figure 
5.12b. The activation energy continued to increase up to 2.28eV for duration 
of 5 hrs activation. This is mainly due to the significant loss of Ba as well as 
the possible higher potential barrier between the shrinking oxide grains.
Figure 5.16 shows variation of cathode conductivity as a function of activation 
time over different activation temperatures of 1125K  and \A25K. In general, 
both types of activation treatments have resulted in a decreasing conductivity 
as the duration of activation has increased. This can be mainly associated 
with the weak contribution of pores to the total conductivity due to cathode 
sintering.
Figure 5.17 shows a plot of logcr against 1 /T  for cathodes activated at 
1125K  and 1425 AT for a duration of 12 hrs . Electron transport is through the 
BaO\SrO grains and pores. Curve (a) shows a much smaller increase in the 
cathode conductivity with increasing temperature above a threshold value of 
T = 625 K  for cathode activated atl 125K .  This can be understood as the
result of increased cathode resistance which is the sum of o0Xide and a pore 
connected in series.
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Figure 5.20: Conductivity as a function of activation time for cathodes 
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On the other hand, the sharp increase in conductivity of the cathode activated 
at 1425K  with temperature has been associated with an equivalent circuit of
Goxide and Opore connected in parallel with each other. [Due to Loosjes and
Vink, 1949]. In temperature range lower than 7=450 AT , the oxide
conductivity is affected by <jBa due to the contaminated Ba in a number of
parts inside the oxide layer which is most likely to be in parallel with <joxide.
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Electron conduction associated with chemical transport of 
reducing elements in the oxide cathode
6.1 Introduction
One approach to investigate the interface layer which grows between the oxide 
material and the nickel cap surface is to reduce the existing cathode coating by 
the incorporation of an activator phase.
Understanding the nickel-oxide interface properties is key to understanding the 
mechanism of operation in oxide cathodes. The interface layer formed by the 
reaction products grows with time and also sets limits on the cathode 
performance. This line of investigation has been studied in different ways, but 
there is always a big problem to remove the oxide material without affecting the 
interface layer with a view to examining underneath the oxide coating.
XPS, AES and SIMS are unable to chemically depth profile through 50-100 / / m 
of porous emissive layer, particularly without several treatments, lacking the 
depth resolution and analytical sensitivity required to analyze the interface.
In recent years, a few researchers have tried to discuss this key point. The buried 
interface could be exposed in a number of different ways [Jenkins et al, 2001]:-
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• The moisture sensitivity is used in a positive manner to remove the bulk of the 
oxide layer and expose the interface. Removing the majority of the emissive layer 
improves the depth resolution for all of the chemical depth profiling techniques.
• Model cathodes may be produced with a flat thin carbonate coating prior to 
conversion. This will improve the depth resolution of the sputtering profiling 
technique.
• The porous layer can be impregnated with an organic resin to remove the 
emission layer intact. This of course contaminates the interface with organic 
resin. Interpretation of data, therefore, must reflect this contamination concern.
• The nickel and emissive layer could be analyzed in a polished cross-section 
provided it is encapsulated in a mounting material. However these materials tend 
to be organic resin based, and do not conduct. This will cause problems for both 
SEM/EDX and particularly AES.
• A combination of FIB (Fast Ion Bombardment) and AES/SAM (or SEM/EDX) 
is becoming common practice in the semiconductor industry to look at .buried 
interfaces and for characterising defects [von Creigern et al, 1999].FIB could be 
used to produce microscopic cross-sections through the oxide and interface for 
analysis with AES.
In the investigations of Eisenstein [Fineman et al, 1946 and Eisenstein, 1949] 
and others, the oxide was scraped off from the Ni base, and due to the better 
adhesion of the interface layer, a film with colour characteristics of the interface 
phases remained on Ni. This could be analyzed via XRD and the line intensity 
could be used as a measure of the respective thickness. In some cases this
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surface was covered with a protective wax. XRD is still a reasonable method for 
a sufficiently large surface area and has recently been applied by T. Aida [Aida, 
1982] as described above. Instead of XRD micro-Raman Spectroscopy may be 
used for the Raman active oxide compounds.
To investigate the depth view of interface layer and the mobility of the activator 
elements, Jenkins [Jenkins et al, 2003] used adhesive tape to remove the bulk of 
the emissive layer, followed by scratching with a metallic knife to enable areas of 
interest to be examined by AES.
In addition, the study of Roquais [2002] from Thomson used different methods 
such as SEM+EDX, AES and TEM to characterise cathode Ni surfaces, but 
without oxide coating. Their intention was to study activator diffusion and 
activator compound formation. Glow Discharge Optical Emission Spectroscopy 
(GDOES) was used to obtain the depth concentration and hence diffusion 
profiles of the activators Mg and Si, which were present in an amount of a few 
1 0 0 ppm , and also Al as an impurity of about 100ppm in Ni of 90pm  thickness.
After annealing the Ni cathode for a few minutes above 1000° C in a damp 
hydrogen flow, tiny crystallite remnants with dimensions between 100 and 500nm 
were detected, decorating (transient) grain boundaries. By diffraction analysis in 
a TEM, the compounds percales MgO, spinel MgAI2 0 4 and spinel-type p-AbOs 
were identified.
The aim of this chapter is to study the effect of the interface layer on the oxide 
cathode conductivity over a lifetime of a thousand hours plus by using the new 
dummy tube method as was explained in chapter three (section 3.7.3).
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6.2 The metal-semiconductor junction and Schottky effect
Metal-to-semiconductor contacts are of great importance since they are present 
in every semiconductor device. They can behave either as a Schottky barrier or 
as an ohmic contact dependent on the characteristics of the interface. This 
chapter contains an analysis of the electrostatic of the M-S junction followed by a 
derivation of the current voltage characteristics due to diffusion, thermionic 
emission and tunnelling and a discussion of the non-ideal effects in Metal- 
Semiconductor junctions.
The current-voltage(//F) characteristics of an M-S interface which were forming 
a Schottky junction can be expressed as:-
from the slope and the intercept of In / against V respectively.
The device area offers a series resistance Rs and so a significant voltage drop
occurs at a large forward current [Chand and Kumar, 1996]. This amounts to a 
reduction of the voltage across the barrier region from that actually applied to the 
electrodes of the device. Therefore, the voltage across the barrier region should 
be reduced from V to V - I R S, and the 7/F characteristic becomes:-
.(6 .1)
The ideally factor («) and the reverse saturation current (/,) can be determined
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6.3 Result and discussion
6.3.1 Morphological and elemental analysis
After the LG Philips activation procedure and following the process steps, all the 
cathodes were converted and activated as shown in table 3.1. The nickel cap 
surface was changed from being a clean rough surface to being decorated by a 
spotty coverage of small crystallites having a grain boundary like pattern, as 
shown in micrography, Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1a, shows the micrography of the nickel cap surface of the coated 
cathode, confirming that there is no indication of activators that have diffused to 
the surface. It also shows the pattern and EDX spectrum of the uncoated 
cathode after activation, and accelerated by 850hrs (Figure 6.1b).
The surface is initially free of compounds. The mobile species surface distribution 
indicates a pronounced preferential diffusion path through grain boundaries. 
Under magnification, the image shows that the oxide activators are composed of 
tiny crystallites in the size range from about (1-3.5)jum. X-ray spectroscopy 
analysis detected Al, W and O on most of the crystallites, and Mg and O on some 
of them.
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Figure 6.1: SEM images for the Ni cap surface (a) inactivated coated 
cathode (b) activated uncoated cathode and the EDX spectrum.
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The EDX mapping of heterogeneous distribution revealed aluminum scattered all 
over the surface, as shown in Figure 6.2, while magnesium oxide is preferentially 
located at the grain boundaries of the base metal [Poret, 2000]. The EDX 
mappings observed a small amount of yttrium, iron and zirconium distributed on 
the surface.
A well localized area on the nickel cap surface of the uncoated cathode (Figure 
6.2) shows a variation in the grain size through the lifetime. The initial average 
changes in the grain size are about (20-18)//w , when the acceleration lifetime is 
between (0-144)/*™ and the grain boundaries extend from (1-1.5)jum for the 
same period of lifetime.
Figure 6.3 displays the morphology of the inactivated oxide cathode coated 
surface and the EDX spectrum. The X-ray spectrum indicates some Al and Zr 
elements diffused on the surface of the oxide. This may be explained later in 
terms of the influence of the interface layer in the pores space between the grain 
boundaries. As no Al and Zr were detected in the emissive layer prior to 
activation and ageing, this suggests that both activators have been able to 
diffuse over distances of (65±5)jum (most probably along the surface of the 
porous oxide network). This indicates that the interaction between the activator 
elements and emissive oxide is not restricted only to the nickel-oxide interface 
but is more complex and these elements may also be influencing the chemistry 
of cathode operation [Jenkins, 2003].
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Figure 6.2: SEM micrography for the chosen area magnified 3000 times.
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Figure 6.3: (a) SEM image for the oxide coating (b) EDX spectrum for the 
localized area (c) Mapping for diffusion elements on this chosen area.
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6.3.2 D.C. Electrical characterization
The dc electrical measurements were made for the same assembly and for 
different samples. Figure 6.4, displays typical I /V  characteristics of coated- 
uncoated cathodes at \015K. The characteristics are found to be reversible and 
reproducible, and show a rectifying behavior with a rectification 
ratio close to76, for the zero run hour samples. This ratio approached 1 0 0  when 
the samples were operated for 144hrs.
Figure 6.5, shows a set of typical I /V  characteristics at three different lifetimes. 
The reverse current appears almost saturating in the voltage range (2 -5 )F , 
which may be explained as a limiting charge carrier transport through the 
junction. Between the zero run hour and 1896hr, the rectification ratio had 
different values. This rectification capability depends on the influence of the 
interface layer in both the oxide material and the Ni cap grains. The ideality factor 
which has been calculated using Equation 6.2, gives a consistent value of 
about(« 9.6), as shown in Figure 6 . 6  for reverse bias. The higher value of n was 
ascribed to the tunneling in the junction area [Shah et al, 2003 and Mandal et 
al,1997] as a result of the increase in the electron space charge (thermionic 
emission) and the increase in the Schottky effect. The values of n and I s are 
given in table 6 .1 .
By substituting the values of n and I s into Equation 6.2, an approximate value of 
Rs is obtained and it's found to approach an average value of 1.88MQ. The 
resistivity of activated (Ba,Sr)0 coating is reported to be of the order of
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Table 6.1: The rectification parameters of the dummy tube test
Lifetime
(hours)
n
Ideality factor
(r) rectification 
ratio
i s M
0 9.6 77.7 1 . 6
48 9.6 13.61 0.05
96 9.8 8 . 2 1 0.088
144 9.9 1 0 0 0.03
330 9.96 1.519 0.5
834 9.93 1.4 1.4
1196 9.8 32 7.8
1890 9.78 1 2 0
1 0 3(fi .cm)1 [Gatner et al, 2002], but the value for this new cermets oxide cathode
with 2.5% Ni powder addition is decreased to 1 0 2 (q.c7w) _1 at the operating 
temperature. The comparison result shows that the resistivity of the interface is 
dominated by the device resistivity at the reverse bias.
The effect of the interfacial layer growth may be understood in term of a series 
resistance R. due to an interface layer in series with the resistance R0 of 
activated oxide layer. The effective conductivity a  for this two resistor network
can be calculated using equation 5.3. Where v7 T ,V l oJ
is the ratio of the interface
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layer thickness to that of the oxide coating. Using the approximate values of 
cr0 =1(T2( Q . c w ) <ri = 1Q”8 ( Q . c m ) , to =  65{im(0hrs) and t0 = 50 jum (1896hrs) the 
value of ta can be estimated. The calculated values are ~250nm  at zero run 
hours and ~ 6 /jm  at 1896hrs. This high value indicates non uniform shape of 
interfacial layer. This may prove the interface layer grows inside the Ni cap grain 
boundaries and penetrates in between oxide grains, as shown in Figure 6.7. This 
value seems to be an effective thickness which may increase the contact 
reaction reduction area between the surface cap and the oxide grains. The 
increase in the reaction reduction area increases the tunnelling reverse bias 
saturation current as shown in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.7: The non uniform interfacia! layer.
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Figure 6.8: Variation in the reverse current saturation
The turn-on voltage taken from Figure 6.4, decreases in the range of 
(3.1 —2.2) gK within the short life of about (0 — 144^ hrs and (2.2 —1.03#K) in the 
long term of about (l44-1896)/ms, as shown in Figure 6.9. The difference 
between the two line slopes is the influence of the free Ba in the long life up to 
real time which is considered to be a very effective factor on the conductivity 
characteristics [Chin et al, 1974].
Figure 6.10, shows the measured 1 j C 2- V  plot of the Ba/SrO: Ni cap structure. 
Because of the high free electron concentration in the Ni cap, band bending 
should mainly occur on the Ba/SrO side of the junction [D. Song et al, 2002]. 
Therefore, the l/C2 -  V  intercept of 6.27 V  on the x-axis is essentially equal to
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the diffusion potential at the Ba/SrO surface. The Ba/SrO Fermi level EF was 
calculated to be \AeV  below the conduction band edge [Nergaard, 1952 ]. As a 
result, the potential barrier for electrons in the Ni cap conduction band is 
7.65 eV . This value is approximately in agreement with the activation energy of 
this M-S junction, which was calculated by using equation 2.11 and is equal to 
12ZeV.
A supporting result for Figure 6.7, has been reported by Jenkins from L.G.Philips 
[Jenkins et al, 2003]. Jenkins investigated the outer surface of emissive layer by 
using in-situ sSIMS. Aluminum was found on the emitter surface after conversion 
and a significantly high level of a Mg-Ba compound was also formed after ageing 
as well as the predictably high level of surface free barium. This suggests that 
both activators have been able to diffuse over some distance, most probably 
along the surface of the porous oxide network. This indicates that the interaction 
between the activator elements and emissive oxide is not restricted only to the 
nickel-oxide interface but is more complex and these elements may also be 
influencing the chemistry of cathode operation.
Roquais reported that the enrichment of the Ni surface with Mg and Al caused by 
annealing is very remarkable. It is not only at the Ni surface but also a near 
surface region of the nickel about 5jum that is affected by the creation of Mg and 
Al diffusing mainly through grain boundaries [Roquais et al, 2000].
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Conclusions, Further Work and Resistivity network model
7.1 Oxide cathode characteristics for CRT application
The aim is to enhance the emission current density by reducing the cathode 
coating resistivity by the incorporation of a conductive metallic phase. This is the 
main idea of the LG Philips new generation of oxide cathodes. One of the 
significant advances in recent times has involved the work of L.G. Philips Display 
Components on the development of new compositions for the emissive layer of 
their oxide cathodes. The oxide cathode comprises a top layer of Ba\SrO mixed 
with a Ni 5% (oxide cathode) or 2.5% (oxide cathode plus) powder cermets with 
surface area of 0.0165cm2 and layer thickness of approximately (65±10)tm 
deposited onto a Nickel alloy cap. This Ni cap (oxide cathode plus) contains low 
levels of W (2.98%), Mg(0.125%) and Al (o.l%) as activators in addition to small 
amounts of Yttrium, Zirconium and Iron.
Different assemblies have been fabricated to study their structural and electrical 
properties. Two different methods have been used to study the electrical 
properties and the formation of the interface layer. A special dummy tube was 
designed for this purpose. Numerous theories have been used for the conduction 
mechanisms of the oxide cathode in terms of the electron percolation and the MS 
junction.
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Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and EDX analysis of oxide cathode 
samples with different treatments have been performed. SEM micrographic 
images show the cathode conductivity type dependence (S or N types). EDX 
analysis shows that the conductivity is dependent on the amount of the Ba 
contaminate in the oxide layer. The analysis showed the penetration of the 
activators through the oxide, specifically the Al agents.
7.2 Electrical measurement and conduction properties
Current-voltage characteristics of the face to face cathode structure of oxide 
cathode utilising different kinds of cathodes in different methods and in vacuum 
chamber have been measured in the temperature range between (300-1200)KT. 
The experimental results can be summarizing as follows:
• Long term operation of this semi-closed system accumulated Ba as layers on 
the surface grains and involved another resistance to the resistivity network of 
the cathode. The effect of the Ba layers can be viewed in the low temperature 
range (300-600)^ and high temperature range ( l000—1200)AT very clearly after 
several hundreds of operation hours.
• The conductivity of activated (Ba,Sr)0 coating is reported to be of the order of 
1 0 _3 (Qcm) _1 [Gartner et al, 2002] but the value for this new cermet oxide
cathode with (5-2.5)% Ni powder addition is increased to 1 0 “ 2 - 1 0 " 1 (Q.cm) _1 at 
the operating temperature.
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• The cathode activation energy strongly depended on the cathode type 
structure (S or N type) due to the activation temperature and time.
• The D.C electrical characteristic shows very strong rectifying behaviour 
through the M-S junction due to the 7/F curves, particularly after 144hrs lifetime 
inside a dummy tube life test.
• The characteristics of the coated-uncoated cathode assembly are found to be 
reversible and reproducible, and showed a rectification ratio (r) of 100. The 
calculated ideality factor shows a value of n = 9.6 which is evidence for the 
tunnelling conduction at low temperature.
• The interface layer thickness grows from -2 5 0 nm at zero run hours to 
~6 ^m  after accelerating the cathode to 1896hrs (real time -14200hrs). This 
value seems to be an effective thickness which may increase the reaction 
reduction area between the surface cap and the oxide grains. The increase in the 
reaction area increases the tunnelling reverse bias saturation current, as shown 
in Figure 6 .8 .
7.3 Morphological and elemental analysis
The cathode assemblies were mounted, face to face in pairs in a specially 
designed holder inside a glass chamber, which was evacuated prior to and 
during all measurements, to a vacuum of about 3x l0 ' 7 mbar . The cathode that 
decomposed and activated under this condition (with enough compression
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between the two attached cathodes and a very high temperature) is most likely to 
be an "S" type cathode. The morphological analysis shows:
• The Ba lost by this system is much less than the open system and 
contaminates are present inside the pores and between the grains. Ba atoms 
cover the grains surface as an adsorbed mono layer in some places and as a 
multi-layer in other places.
• As it became more sintered, the grain size increased from approximately 6/um 
to 1 0 jum after twelve hours of activation at 1200K . It was also apparent that the 
porosity decreased with the increasing activation time.
• The EDX analysis of the interface layer on the Ni cap shows that tungsten 
was the first element to diffuse through the Ni boundary grains to the Ni surface, 
forming one of the tungsten oxide compositions.
• The presence of Al was observed in an appreciable quantity after 3 hours of 
activation. Magnesium was found in a small proportion only after a long time of 
activation of about 12 hours at 1 2 0 0 AT. These particles are believed to remain in 
their respective oxide forms (e.g. AI2O3 for Al and MgO for Mg) distributed on the 
surface of the cap, concentrated in the Ni grain boundaries. Mg may also be 
present in the MgAl2 0 4  form.
• The decrease in the Al agents on the Ni cap surface indicates that the Al 
particles left the interface and were transported through the oxide layer. These 
particles can reduce the oxygen from the oxide grains directly and cause a Ba
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adsorption layer on the grain surface. The evidence for this description is the Al 
element which was found to be distributed on the oxide layer.
Additional conclusions due to the dummy tube test:
• X-ray spectrum indicates some Al and Zr elements are diffused on the 
surface of the oxide. The high value of the interface layer thickness indicates a 
non uniform shape of interfacial layer. This may prove the interface layer grows 
inside the Ni cap grain boundaries and penetrates in between oxide grains, 
diffused on the surface of the oxide. This may be explained in term of the 
influence of the interface layer in the pores space between the grain boundaries, 
as shown in Figure 6.7.
• Mg was found to be diffused on the Ni cap surface initially very clearly, as 
shown in Figure 6.2. Actually, this is in contradiction with the EDX and SEM 
results for the cathode activated to 1 2 0 0 K  in section 5.3.1.
These results can be accepted if it is supposed that the Mg was initially diffused 
to the surface and then transported through the oxide quickly but with a very 
short path. This explains the disappearance of the Mg from the Ni cap surface 
images and EDX test.
7.4 Resistivity network model
By highlighting some points from chapter two and using the conclusions above, it 
helps to build a new network model for the new generation of oxide cathode. The 
highlighted points can be summarized as:
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1. According to the Loojese and Vink experiments in the oxide coating, there is a 
dependence of conduction on temperature given by equation 2.12. If these two 
conduction mechanisms are connected in series, the resultant conductivity will at 
every temperature be determined mainly by the mechanism with the lowest 
conductivity. If, however, these mechanisms are connected parallel to each other 
the resultant conductivity will at every temperature be determined mainly by the 
mechanism with the highest conductivity. One mechanism, the "low-temperature" 
mechanism, dominates at low temperatures and the other, the "high- 
temperature" mechanism, dominates at high temperature. The resultant 
conductivity is in that case the sum of the conductivities of the separate 
mechanisms, as shown in Figure 2.11.
2. Narita [1953] suggested two structural types due to the decomposition and 
activation processes and another type of conduction due to the barium 
contamination. These types are S-type, N-type and M-type. He also suggested a 
new model for oxide-coated cathode, which must be introduced to overcome the 
differences in the evaluation of the activation energy and work function due to the 
experimental resultants.
The Narita theory produced a new classification of the structures of the oxide 
coated cathodes. This classification included four different types (a,p,y, S)
based on the energy band structure and their subtypes as illustrated in Figures 
(2.22- 2.25).
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3. In oxide-coated cathodes, Dearnaley [1969] proposed that the presence of 
reducing agents at the activation temperature results in the removal of some 
oxygen from the coating. At certain favorable points on the metal-oxide interface 
the oxygen may locally become conducting, perhaps owing to an aggregation of 
oxygen vacancies, which may occur particularly at grain boundaries in the 
polycrystalline structure. If an electric field is applied during activation, the 
filament will then tend to grow through the oxide coating.
That oxygen evolved from the structure may be understood from the fact that the 
Debye temperature of the alkaline earth oxides is quite low, despite their 
refraction nature: thus 0D for barium oxide is about 525K.  Owing to their low 
mass the oxygen atoms will undergo violent thermal agitation at T~26D and may 
be ejected from the structure while the far heavier barium atoms remain relatively 
undisturbed. In the conducting chain created by a high concentration of oxygen 
vacancies and terminating at the metal base, the applied field will cause a very 
large electric stress at the other end, extending as it does into the insulating 
oxide. Under such a stress, and at the activation temperature, he supposes that 
further oxygen vacancies migrate to this tip and cause it to grow until the chain 
penetrates the oxygen layer. The increased conductivity of the layer will 
eventually reduce the electric field and filament growth will come to an end.
4. Barium adsorption serves not only to increase the electron emission at the 
cathode surface but also to enhance the electron conductivity between the oxide 
crystallites. With the above assumption it is conceivable that the rate of barium-
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ion adsorption at the interfaces is equal to that at the emitting surfaces. This 
would explain the linear relation of electron emission and conduction. Since the 
electron conductivity of BaO crystals cannot be increased through this adsorption 
process, the relationship of the thermionic emission with the electron conductivity 
is not expected to be linear.
Conclusion can be drawn using the experimental data of the theories discussed 
earlier, concerning the structure of the oxide cathode through the activation and 
operation process.
The low Debye temperature of the BaO (0D =525 K) leads to decomposed 
Ba/SrO. Low decomposition temperature compared with the normal cathode 
operation temperature creates a high oxygen contaminant concentration on the 
grain surface and inside the pores.
By the effect of the electrical field, the free oxygen formed a filament chain 
percolated in the oxide layer and ended at the Ni cap surface and oxide top layer. 
At the high operation and activation temperature, the activators such as Al, W 
and Mg move to the Ni cap surface. These activators reach the oxygen filament 
depending on their reactions-reduction activities to be oxidized. The high oxygen 
concentration encourages these elements to follow the high activity points. 
Because of that, the activators move away from the Ni cap surface and transport 
through the oxide layer creating different kinds of oxides. This is also the reason 
for the existence of the Al or W on the top surface of the Ba/SrO.
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Also, the free Ba and oxygen vacancies move to the grain surface creating 
conduction or emission electron and an adsorbed mono or multi-layer of Ba.
All these processes form resistances which are connected with each other in a 
way more complicated than the resistance network explained in Figure 5.8.
It is believed that the conductivity changes occurring during the activation 
process can be attributed to this structural re-arrangement and coarsening of the 
Ni phase between the Ba/SrO grains and in between these oxide activators to 
make a short pathway for the electron to transport in between these chains 
following the lower resistance and the number of continuous electrical pathways 
will be reduced after this process.
Figure 7.1 shows this new model taking into account all these processes and the 
experimental results in this thesis.
On this occasion, it's very difficult to analyze this new generation of oxide 
cathode through the classification of Narita models.
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7.5 Suggestions and future work
1. Repeat the dummy tube test under load voltage (diode voltage).
2. Further use of morphology analysis to observe the transportation of the 
chemical activators elements through the cathode layers.
3. Study the effect of the additional elements in the new generation of oxide 
cathode plus two.
4. Study the rectification electrical properties of the oxide cathode plus in a 
dummy tube test to confirm the interpretation of the rectification results..
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Appendix
The derivation of the equation 5.3 
From the series connections shown in Figure 5.8, the resistivity is given by:
P  =  P o + P i
These resistances are affected by the material layer thickness: 
(‘ o + ‘ i ) P = ‘ o P o + t i P i
In the case of the oxide cathode t0))tn because t0 is in the range of ~65jum 
and 1. is in the range of few micrometers.
hP^oPo+hPi
By substituting conductivity for resistivity, the formula becomes:
t t t .
0 — 0 [ I
<7 cr a  •O I
hence:
a  a i
and then:
cr cr 
g — -------
7l <Jo +<7i
Where 77=— .
